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ABSTRACT 

 

Demographic growth, globalization and the related spread of neo-liberalism and scarcity of 

land have caused changes in the socio economic situation of Puno men and women. Their 

traditional agricultural lifestyle was not sufficient anymore for the family’s maintenance which 

caused huge migration and an increasing amount of people found work in the lively trading 

economy. Widespread poverty and an, in western eyes, unequal gender balance provided 

the ingredients for the arrival of micro financer Promujer, who has provided many poor 

women with small loans to start or expand their micro businesses. They believe that a 

woman’s income will benefit her family directly and therefore reduces poverty. Moreover 

Promujer expects that the economic power of a woman will lead to more gender equality in 

the household’s decision-making.  

By taking the particular socio-economic and cultural context as a framework, this thesis gives 

an answer on what changes female micro credit clients in Puno perceive in the gendered 

household relations, as well as how they relate these changes with the micro credit program. 
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MAPS 

 

Map 1: Peru, divided in 24 regions 

 

Source: Http://www.petel24x7.com/images/Peru.PNG 
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Map 2: Puno region divided in thirteen departments 

 

Source: http://www.sierraexportadora.gob.pe/img/regiones/puno/mapa.gif 

 

 

Map 3: Puno department divided in 15 provinces 

 

Source: http://educasitios.educ.ar 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

 

 

AC  : Asociación Comunal – Communal Bank 

CEM  : Women Emergency Center 

CIED  : Centre for Research, Education and Development 

DAC  : Development Assistance Committee 

INEI  : National Institute of Statistics 

MIMDES : Ministry of Women and Social Development 

NGO  : Non Governmental Organisation 

OECD  : Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

WID  : Theoretical concept of Women in Development 

WAD  : Theoretical concept of Women and Development 

GAD  : Theoretical concept of Gender and Development 
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LIST OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 

 

Name1 & Age Characteristics 

Eliana, 50 Single mother (widow), 4 children, shop holder and hand 
worker. Invests in own and daughter’s business. 3 years at 
Promujer 

Olga, 45 Married mother, 2 children. Ambulant seller at different 
markets. Husband is retired and living of small pension. 8 
years at Promujer 

Marina, 39 Married mother, 2 children and pregnant with third. Runs 
bakery together with husband and sons. Participates in 
family business. 7 years at Promujer 

Inma, 43 Married mother, 5 children. Runs a small shop. Produces 
and sells baby clothes. Husband has steady job at 
university. 7 years at Promujer 

Yolanda, 36 Single mother (widow), 2 children. Runs market stand. 7 
years at Promujer. 

Petronela, 48 Single mother (divorced), 2 children. Makes and sells “fast 
food”, buys and sells cheese, cattle and taxi. Sells at 
different markets. Husband does not contribute to household 
maintenance. 8 years at Promujer 

Fernanda, 32 Married mother, 2 children. Has family trout business. Sells 
fish and mattresses at different markets. 7 years at Promujer 

Mariana, 32 Married mother, 3 children. Buys and sells gasoline and 
craftwork material. Husband is bus driver. 8 years at 
Promujer 

Leonarda, 28 Single mother (divorced), 2 children. Buys and sells gasoline 
and “good deal” merchandise. Ex-partner does not 
contribute to household maintenance. 7 years at Promujer 

Monica, 32 Married mother, 2 children. Buys and sells gasoline. 
Husband is unemployed. 6 years at Promujer 

Fransisca, 56 Married mother (living apart), 8 children. Buys and sells 
gasoline and house to sub rent rooms. 4 years at Promujer 

Emiliana, 23 Living together with boyfriend, no children. Student and craft 
worker. Sells to traders 

Teodora, 44 Single mother (divorced), 2 children. Has all kinds of 
businesses depending on offer & demand. Ex-partner 
contributes to family’s maintenance. At Promujer since its 
foundation 

Teofila, 57 Married mother (living apart), 5 children. Has market stand. 
Husband has never contributed to family’s maintenance. Has 
credit at other credit organisation. 

Fernanda, 50 Married mother, 2 children. Produces and sells mattresses. 
Husband works irregularly as a carpenter. 7 years at 
Promujer 

Emiliana, 55 Married mother, 3 children. Produces, buys and sells 
craftwork. Husband produces craftwork too. Involved in other 
credit organisation 

Sylvia, 54 Single mother (widow), 1 child. Produces, trades and sells 

                                                 
1 All names, except for those working for organizations are feigned for privacy protection. Promujer employees 
will be listed with their function instead of their name. 
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craftwork at different markets. Involved in other credit 
organisation 

Nubia, 36 Married mother, 3 children. Trades cattle. Husband is 
fisherman. 7 years at Promujer 

Felicia, 44 Married mother (living apart), 6 children. Trades cattle and 
runs small community shop. 2 years at Promujer  

Carola, 43 Single mother (divorced). 3 children. Runs hostel and 
ambulant shop. Since foundation at Promujer 

Ana, 40 Married mother, 3 children. Has market stand. 6 years at 
Promujer 

Javier, 33 Married father, 2 children. Runs family trout business. Also 
at other credit organisations. 7 years at Promujer 

Mariano, 65 Married father, 8 children. Grows pigs. Has not regularly 
contributed to household maintenance.  

Josue, 20 Living together with girlfriend. Is unemployed. 
Lydia, 40 Single mother (divorced), 1 child. Produces and trades 

craftwork. Husband does not contribute to household 
maintenance. Left Promujer after two years. Now at other 
credit organisation 

Veronica, 48 Married mother, 2 children. Produces and trades craftwork. 
Involved in other credit organisation 

Edelberta, 41 Married mother, 5 children. Produces and trades craftwork. 
Involved in other credit organisation 

Julia, 23 Living together with Josue without children. Is student and 
part time worker. Since half a year at Promujer 

Carolina, 28 Married mother, 2 children. Runs family business tourist 
restaurant. Left Promujer six years ago. Has been president 
at Club de Madre 

Credit Promoter 5 credit promoters of different Promujer Puno regional 
offices 

Health Promoter 2 health promoters, who work for Puno area 
Naldi Delgado Director of Promujer Peru 
Marlene From health promoter to regional office director to product 

developer 
Diana Miraslovic Involved in feminist organisation Flora Tristán 
Martha Paz & Alicia 
Villanueva 

Involved in women organisation Manuela Ramos 

Norma Cano Involved in CIED 
Alcides Sanchez Involved in Regional Ministry of Labour 
Mariano Involved in MIMDES as director of Food Program 
Statistic Involved in Ministry of Education 
José Alberdi Psychologist and Professor at Puno university 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

“And this is Janine, she is the best credit promoter nation wide”, Frans2 

said to me while introducing me to the Promujer regional team of “Puno 

Sur”. I asked him: “Is she the best credit promoter regarding her clients or 

is this acknowledgement based on her financial results?” He seemed 

surprised by my question, looked at me and said that Janine has the most 

clients, with the highest portfolio and the lowest level of default compared 

to her Peruvian colleagues. 

 

This is probably one of the most characterising examples and reveals the objective and 

perspective of Promujer3 Peru as an Non Governmental Organisation. An organisation with a 

clear gender focus that claims to give importance to her social program and considers the 

personal and social empowerment of (poor) Latin American women as the reason for her 

foundation. However this event shows that Promujer does not take their clients’ opinion into 

consideration before evaluating the functioning of the personnel who works directly with the 

micro credit receivers. It seems that they do not take their clients as their starting point. 

Instead, they seem to be mainly interested in the financial results of their program and not so 

much in the empowerment of their clients who have been increasingly trespassed by 

changing economic circumstances. In the last decades significant changes have taken place 

in the socio-economic situation of Peruvian males and females which have been caused by 

demographic growth, globalisation and the related spread of neo-liberalism, and scarcity of 

cultivable land (Chant, 2003). These changes have also affected Puno, my research location, 

which is located on the southern plane of the Peruvian Andes. Traditional economical 

systems, such as the agricultural based society, fell apart or did not provide enough anymore 

to sustain the often numerous family members. At the same time the state withdrew from 

economic life, social protection and provision to meet demands of the neo-liberal structural 

adjustment programs dictated by financial institutions. As a consequence, great numbers of 

women were forced to leave their houses to search for paid jobs in order to help themselves, 

and their families survive. These changes have often been related with deepening poverty, 

rising precariousness in people’s livelihoods, and particular hardships for low-income women 

(Ibid, 2003). Women needed work, though often lacked the resources or access to formal 

credit to become successful entrepreneurs. This void was filled by the rise of micro credit 

organisations who were accessible to poor women and met their primary practical need, a 

                                                 
2 Frans is a statistician at Promujer Peru and responsible for research 
3 Promujer is Spanish for Prowoman 
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working capital. Now more chances were offered to contribute financially to their households 

and obtain economic power.  

An increasing number of women finds their way to the different credit providers in 

order to set up, maintain or expand micro-businesses. This phenomenon challenges the 

traditional way of thinking and living of men and women. At its basis lies a macho culture 

which prevails in Peru and traditionally assigns the role to provide financially for the family to 

men for which they derive a great part of their power. Nowadays many families are not able 

to survive without the income of women and sometimes the woman is the only or main 

financial provider of the family. Therefore it is likely that the increased economic power of 

women has an impact on the division of power within the household.  

 

 

Problem Formulation 

Many scholars argue that economic power is a key factor in order to become more 

empowered on the personal and social level (Kevane & Wydick, 2001; Alvarado, 2004). 

Economic power makes a woman (economically) less dependent on her husband and would 

therefore give her more negotiation space in relation to decision-making within the 

household. Furthermore, many scholars stress that (more) economic power has a positive 

influence on social and cultural norms and values (among others Mayoux, 1998; Kabeer, 

2001). My experience as a volunteer social worker at micro financer Promujer Nicaragua did 

not completely convince me of this point of view, because many women gained more 

economic power, yet did not seem to obtain more agency in other dimensions of their lives. 

My observations met with responses of scholars who have done research on the 

empowerment effect of female micro credit (among others Lazar, 2004; Grasmuck & Espinal, 

2007). Due to these contradictive results I decided to dedicate my master research to 

investigate the role of increased female economic power in relation to changes in gender 

relations for which I formulated the following research question:  

 

o What changes do micro credit clients perceive in gender relations and how do they 

relate them to the micro credit program? 

  

In order to find an answer to this question I needed demographic and social data of the 

female micro credit clients and of their socio economic position. Information about micro 

financer Promujer regarding their potential clients, objective, methodology and results were 

necessary to understand their functioning and attitude towards their clients. The clients’ 

motives to obtain credit(s) and the way they invest these loans provide a lot of information on 

the ways they intend to empower themselves and their families. Lastly it was important to 
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find the relation between micro credit and household’s poverty reduction and the impact on 

changing gender relations within the household? 

 

Methodology, Population & Location 

For the execution of my four-month-field research I decided in first instance to profit 

from four different communal bank payment meetings at two regional offices of Promujer. 

With these first contacts I was able to start right away, while looking for and making contact 

with other micro credit clients on the street, the market, shops, bus, restaurants and so forth. 

Most of the participants are from urban Puno4 and nine are from rural area's5 surrounding 

Puno. With very few exceptions all people from my research population come from large 

families with poor to extremely poor backgrounds. Little over half of them are of Aymaran 

descent, which is geographically located at the south side of Puno city and of the Puno 

department. A minority belongs to the Quechua culture which covers the norteastern side of 

Puno city and the Puno department. Two women consider themselves mestizo6. Finally the 

research participants have consisted of 56 people, thirty of which are women and have small 

loans at micro credit organisations of which the majority is client at Promujer Puno. During 

my research I have lived with a family near the Puno city centre who I accidentally ran into 

and who offered me a room for rent. The family is from a Quechua/Aymara mixed descent, 

three female members have micro credit and one of them has credits at five different 

providers. This experience has provided me with a lot of valuable information because I have 

been able to observe in multiple occasions how the male and female members of three 

different generations relate with each other. Overall, I have had various and single time 

interviews with thirty women, and I have been able to observe seventeen of them during their 

work. It appeared to be very difficult to have profound interviews with the husbands of my 

selected research population. In only five cases I could talk to them. When I passed by for an 

interview the husbands were often working and not at home nor at their wives’ work. Some 

men seemed to keep some kind of suspicion towards me, a foreign woman who investigates 

their family situation and talks to their wives. Therefore I had to rely more on my observation 

techniques in order to obtain data from a male’s point of view. Except for the information 

these methods have provided me, I have done desk research at the National Institute of 

Statistics (INEI), the documentation centre of the Gobierno Regional, the Regional 

                                                 
4 The informants are living in the Puno neighbourhoods: Porteño, Bella Vista, Alto Huascar, Alto San José, 
Huayna Pucara, Laykakota, Chanu Chanu and Santa Rosa. 
5 These participants come from the surrounding villages or communities of Mañazo, Llachón (on the Capachica 
Peninsula), Chimu, Chuquito, Tajquina, Carana and Cochiraya.  
6 Mestizo is a spanish term that was coined during the Spanish Empire to refer to people of mixed European and 
Ameriindian ancestry in Latin America. The term is mostly used specifically of those people of the particular 
racial mixture of European and American Indian who inhabit and comprise much of the population of Latin 
America.  
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Governement, in Puno and the Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, the Institute for Peruvian 

Research, in Lima. Moreover I have visited the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Women 

and Social Development (MIMDES), the Ministry of Labour and the Municipality, all with 

mixed results. Furthermore I have had interviews with personnel of various organisations 

who provide economical, social, psychological and juridical services to women, like the 

Women Emergency Centre (CEM), the CIED, Centre for Research, Education and 

Development, the local health clinic at Cochiraya, and the handicrafts cooperative of 

“Pachamama” in Mañazo.  

Without a doubt I wanted to do this research in Peru, but the research location Puno 

was chosen for me by Promujer, because they have many clients in the Puno department 

and they have their head office in the city centre. Therefore it would be relatively easy to 

establish the first contacts with the research population as well as with personnel of 

Promujer. Puno has revealed itself to be a very interesting research location due to its 

fascinating pre-colonial history and the beautiful plateau surroundings, but especially 

because of its interesting ethnic mixed population and its geographic position near the 

Bolivian border with its corresponding striking economic reality, in which many women 

struggle to make a living. Since 1940, the Puno department is one of the most dens 

populated of Peru and continues to grow slowly despite of strong migration flows of its 

citizens7. Almost forty percent of the population lives at urban areas and sixty percent (still) 

lives at the countryside.  

 

Thesis Structure 

This thesis is organised in four chapters. The first chapter clarifies the approach that 

is taken in this thesis, the underlying theoretical concepts, which provide a useful framework 

for the interpretation of the fieldwork data. First of all the gender concept is discussed 

because it forms the main perspective for the research results’ analysis and is the main 

feature of the research question; the impact of micro credit on gender relations. An 

assumption that micro credit stimulates individual and collective agency explains the 

necessity of explaining empowerment as a concept and its relation to micro credit. The 

second chapter provides demographic, cultural and socio economic information on Puno and 

the research population. This information provides a framework out of which practical and 

strategic gender needs are formulated by the informants themselves. Chapter three is 

dedicated to micro credit organisation Promujer. It sets out their objective, policy and 

                                                 
7 The Puno department has a population of 1.293.493. Puno province has a population of 231.485 and in Puno 
capital live approximately 100.168 people (Ibid, 2008).  Men and women are almost equally presented, with 
respectively 49.7 and 50.3% (INEI, 2005 & 2008). In spite of the strong migration of citizens to (mainly) the 
cities of Lima, Arequipa, Tacna and Moquegua, Puno’s population keeps growing, although this growth is 
slowly decreasingly with 1.3% in 2004, to 0.9% in 2007 (Ibid, 2007). 
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program. The second paragraph describes and analyses the research informants’ credit 

motives and investment objectives. The fourth and final chapter discusses briefly the relation 

between micro credit and the reduction of poverty among the research population. In the 

second paragraph the increased female economic power, through micro credit, is being 

related with changing gender (power) relations between Puno men and women. This thesis 

ends with a conclusion, in which the obtained field research data are analysed with the 

gender, and empowerment concepts. 
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1. CONCEPTS & THEORY 

 

My research evolves around gender, empowerment of women, and the influence of 

micro credit on empowerment and gender relations. The field research took place on the 

southern plane highlands of Puno whose population consists of mainly indigenous Quechua 

and Aymara Indians. There are several main concepts that are strongly related to women 

and development and which require explanation for a better understanding and interpretation 

of the data obtained by the field research.  

I will start to explain what gender is and how it has developed over time, followed by a 

paragraph, which focuses on gender in Latin America and in the indigenous Andean context.  

Empowerment is a concept that has offered useful frameworks to understand social relations 

and its impact on social and economical processes, as well as the other way around. It is 

frequently designed by projects carried out by development and feminist organizations. For 

these reasons it is an important concept to set out and it will be aggravated on the Andean 

indigenousness. In the last paragraph I will explain how micro credit relates to empowerment 

of its users. 

 

 

1.1 The rise of gender as a concept 

Although gender is popularly used interchangeably with sex (male or female biology), 

within the social sciences it refers to specific social differences. The Britannic Encyclopaedia 

notes that gender identity is an individual's self-conception as being male or female, as 

distinguished from actual biological sex. Feminism has argued that gender roles are socially 

constructed and lack a clear biological explanation. Yet, they find their explanation in unequal 

(male vs. female) economic, political, and cultural assets and power relations, which, to 

different extends, have always been unequally divided. Over time social sciences have 

developed different perspectives to explain these structural and social inequalities that are 

based on group characteristics. In the mid-1970s, with the UN’s Decade for Women coming 

up, the field of “Women in Development” (WID) gained importance after the publication of 

Ester Boserup’s “Women’s role in Economic Development” in 1970. Boserup was the first to 

systematically delineate the sexual division of labour and the differential impact by sex on 

development and modernisation strategies on a global level. With her publication she drew a 

lot of attention of feminist scholars. They started to focus their researches on women’s status 

and, as such, struggled for the inclusion of professional women in economic systems 

(Alvarado, 2004). The WID approach started from the acceptance of existing social 

structures. Rather than examining why women had profited less well from development 
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strategies during the past decade, the WID-approach focused only on how women could 

better be integrated into ongoing development initiatives. This non-confrontational approach 

avoided questioning the sources and nature of women’s subordination and oppression and 

focused instead on advocacy for more equal participation in education, employment and 

other social arenas (Rathgeber, 1988). 

Around the second half of the 1970s the Women And Development (WAD) approach 

emerged. WAD focused on the relationship between women and development processes, 

rather than purely on strategies for the integration of women into development. Its point of 

departure is that women have always been integrated in their societies. The work they do, 

both inside and outside the household, is central to the maintenance and development of 

their societies. Nevertheless, their efforts mainly help to sustain existing international 

structures of inequality (Ibid, 1988). In practice, both the WAD, as well as the WID 

perspective, tend to group women together without taking strong analytical note of class, 

race and ethnicity. WAD offers a more critical view on the position of women than does WID, 

but it fails to undertake a full scale analysis of the relationship between the patriarchy, 

different modes of production and women’s subordination and oppression (Alvarado, 2004). 

As a result of these shortcomings a new frequently applied concept in gender and 

development studies, emerged in the 1980s, Gender And Development (GAD). Gender is 

now defined as: “the culturally based expectations of the roles and behaviours of women and 

men which can change over time” (Young et al. 1994). The different roles and behaviours of 

both genders are generally seen as fundamental and enduring. They express themselves in 

feminine and masculine attitudes and behaviours, as well as roles and meanings that are 

assigned to them by their social-, cultural- and religious environment. Their specific 

environment largely determines the possibilities and resources (assets) to which women and 

men have access, as well as the control they exercise over them (Moghadam & Senftova, 

2005; Lorber, 1994). As mentioned earlier, assets are often unequally divided between men 

and women, with a considerable disadvantage for the latter. Socialist feminists identified the 

social construction of production and reproduction as the basis of this female disadvantaged 

position ankd their oppression. (Young et Al. 1994). Therefore they paid attention to the 

social relations of gender, questioning the validity of roles, which have been ascribed to both 

women and men in different societies and environments.  These environments are mainly 

shaped by ethnicity, class, migrant status, urban/rural residence, family and household 

characteristics, sexual orientation and stage in the life course and are of crucial importance 

to people’s experiences and negotiations of gender (Fuller, 2000; Chant, 2003).  

All these aspects bring about a context specific male and female identity, which I will set forth 

for the Latin American context in the next paragraph. 
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1.1.1 Development of Gender Perspectives in Latin America 

Over five centuries ago the Spanish conquered most of Latin America. One of 

their main priorities was to convert the Indians to Christians which brought along the 

adoration and celebration of virgins and saints, the dominant character and roles of men 

and the introduction of the cult status of motherhood, among other aspects (Stevens, 

1973; Chant, 2003). Strongly influenced by the Catholic Church, this new status of 

motherhood brought along stereotypical projections linked with high levels of fertility, 

domesticity and self-sacrifice. Ever since the colonization motherhood has always been 

emphasized in images, representations and celebrations, which persist to take place during 

which a public exaltation of private, and so-called essential “female virtues”, are venerated. 

The stereotypical projections are generally considered to be major obstacles to women’s 

progress (Chant, 2003).  

In the 1970s marianismo, a compensatory complex to that of machismo (which will be 

dealt with later in this paragraph), emerged as one of the main explanations for the 

subordination of Latin American women. Marianismo is about women’s spiritual and moral 

superiority to men and is used to legitimise their roles in the domestic sphere and in society 

in general (Stevens, 1973). It is characterised by semi-divinity, moral superiority, and spiritual 

strength. This strength creates a great capacity for humility and sacrifice and engenders 

abnegation. As Stevens describes (1973:94):  

 

“No self-denial is too great for the Latin American woman, no limit can be 

divined to her vast store of patience with the men of her world. Although she 

may be sharp with her daughters-and even cruel to her daughters-in-law- she 

is and must be complaisant toward her own mother and her mother-in-law for 

they too, are reincarnations of the great mother. She is also submissive to 

the demands of the men: husbands, sons, fathers, brothers”.  

 

 

Probably due to its political incorrectness at that time gender studies in Latin America 

have never given as much attention to marianismo  as to machismo. Melhuus and Stølen 

(1996; 14) argue in their introduction of Machos, Mistresses and Madonna’s that: “If there is 

one term which is unambiguously associated with Latin America it is the term macho, and its 

derivatives machismo and machista”. At the basis of machismo lies the assertion of power 

and control over women, and over other men (among others Gutmann, 1997; Steenbeek, 

1998; Nencel:1996). The symbolic representation of masculinity and male sexuality merge in 

the concept of machismo. Its emphasis on male primacy, belief in men’s rights to control 

women, and a strong emphasis on male strength and sexual prowess contributed to a 
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polarisation of gender roles and often provided a cultural acceptance for the abuse of 

women. This research perspective has prevailed among many socialist en feminist scholars 

during the last decades. Other negative outcomes of machismo such as violence, financial 

irresponsibility and sexual infidelity were also seen to be more intense in situations of 

(relative and extreme) poverty. These observations have led to the construction of a class-

differenced gendered male subject (Chant, 2003; Moser, 1989).  

The shift from WAD to GAD indicates a time where male researchers started to have 

more interest in doing fieldwork on masculinities in Latin America. Analysing men through 

female writers and informants runs the risk of stereotypical, under-problematical, narrow and 

unhelpful conclusions (Gutmann, 1997, 2000; Scott, 1994). One major outcome of detailed 

male fieldwork at the grassroots has been the dismantling of stereotypical images of men as 

“irresponsible husbands” and “distant fathers”. Yet, it remains true that in many parts of the 

Latin American continent fathers do not spend much time with their children, nor are they 

expected to do so. Moreover the link between mothers and children is privileged socially, 

symbolically and emotionally and men are responsible for high levels of abuse towards 

children as well as wives (Chant, 2003, McIlwaine, 2001). Still, it is also increasingly argued 

that for many men, children are a critically important part of their lives and identities 

(Gutmann, 1997, 2000; UNICEF, 1997). 

As opposed to female researchers on gender, male researchers state that machismo 

is not exclusively or even primarily a means of structuring power relations between men and 

women. As Lancaster (1992:235) states:  

 

“It is a means of structuring power between and among men. Like drinking, 

gambling, risk-taking, asserting one’s opinion, and fighting, the conquest of 

women is a feat performed with two audiences in mind: first, other men, to 

whom one must constantly prove one’s masculinity and virility; and second, 

oneself to whom one must also show all the signs of masculinity. Machismo, 

then, is a matter of constantly asserting one’s masculinity by way of practices 

that show the self to be active not passive”. 

 

Recent work on men, masculinity and machismo in Latin America has drawn attention to the 

fact that women’s socialized expectations (and in some cases aspirations) that their men 

should “act like men” reinforces machismo. Moreover, women themselves can be labelled as 

machista when they stimulate aggressive behaviour among their spouses and sons, and/or 

where their own behaviour is manly (Chant, 2000). This would indicate that these categories 

are not so clearly defined.   
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The presence of cultural complexes, such as machismo and marianismo, bring 

about expectations of roles, tasks and activities for both women and men. For example 

on the household level, the male is traditionally expected to be the economic provider to 

sustain his family for which much power is derived. His strength and family provision tend 

to give him a senior position in the family and are used as a justification to dominate and 

control their wife and children, especially their daughters (Fuller, 2005; Steenbeek, 1995). 

By controlling their whereabouts and social contacts he watches over his family’s honour, 

from which he “deserves” the wanted reputation as a male in the eyes of his peers. The 

female’s main responsibilities involve domestic affairs, reproduction, and the rearing of 

children. Characteristic for traditional “macho” cultures is the division between the private, 

female domain (the house) and the public, male domain (the street). Yet, due to a 

changing economic context, this division is under increased pressure. Worsening 

economic circumstances in the 1970s and 1980s have caused some irreversible shifts in 

this strict gendered division of roles, activities and expectations (Guzman, Portocarrero & 

Vargas, 1991). Many men lost their jobs, saw their economical opportunities diminish, food 

prices were rising, and their wage was not sufficient anymore to maintain the family. The 

male responsibility as the only financial provider of the family became untenable and many 

women were forced to get out of the private and into the public (male) sphere to look for paid 

work. Often as a second wage earner they contributed to the survival of their families and 

had the responsibility over domestic affairs, reproduction and child rearing. Furthermore 

many women are traditionally involved in non-paid-community work (Ibid, 1991) and are 

often active members of neighbourhood associations, community parental school and/or 

hospital councils. In order to accomplish all financial-, social-, and cultural expectations and 

obligations attributed to this double or triple role, their time runs short and they are suffering 

increased pressure. Women have seen their workload and responsibilities increase, yet 

most men have not felt called upon, nor expected to take over or share some of their 

wife’s, mother’s, sister’s or daughter’s task(s) (Ibid, 1991). Therefore the traditional 

division of roles and tasks has demonstrated to be untenable. 

The discussed social and economical shifts have caused a number of other important 

changes which accompanied the growth of institutional support for women in Latin America 

in the late twentieth century (Chant, 2003). Prominent among these are the interrelated 

tendencies of a general decline in fertility across the continent, rising levels of education and 

employment among women, a weakening of patriarchal household arrangements, with 

growing numbers of divorce and female-headed households (Ibid, 2003; Gonzalez de la 

Rocha, 1995, INEI, 2007). Women currently engage more and have greater shares of (paid) 

productive work in all sectors of Latin America society than in the past (Moser, 1997, Garcia 

& de Oliveira, 1997) and their daughters are delaying marriage and/or childbirth (Chant, 
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1997, Gonzalez de la Rocha, 1999, among others). Gaps in quantitative indicators of gender 

inequality, including literacy and educational attainment, and male-female headcounts in 

formal politics are diminishing. This route into political life was made possible because of an 

alternative feminist discourse which stated that motherhood was actually a source of power, 

and more particularly, a basis of political participation, identity, resistance and/or 

transformation. It was precisely women’s private virtues as mothers, including their inherent 

moral superiority and concern for others, through which women gained considerable 

symbolic power because of their association with the redemptive power of childbirth. The 

traditional gender idea’s have changed and strict definitions of gender roles and tasks are 

disappearing, at least in urban area’s. The statistics of marital status, fertility and female 

education confirm these changed gender expectations. 

 

 

1.2 Empowerment 

For several decennia, the empowerment concept has offered a scientific and 

development framework to feminist scholars, activists and non-governmental organisations 

(NGO’s). The term has been used more often to advocate for certain types of policies and 

intervention strategies than to analyse them (Malhotra, Schuler & Boender, 2002). But what 

is empowerment exactly? How did this concept develop over time and what meaning is given 

to empowerment? Bennet (2002) describes empowerment as “the enhancement of assets 

and capabilities of diverse individuals and groups to engage, influence and hold accountable 

the institutions which affect them”. Kabeer’s  (2001) definition of empowerment is similar to 

Bennet’s, namely “The expansion in people’s ability to make strategic life choices…” but then 

she adds a starting point, by discussing “…in a context where this ability was previously 

denied to them”. Empowerment is thus closely related with social inclusion, which implicates 

the “removal of institutional barriers and the enhancement of incentives to increase the 

access of diverse individuals and groups to assets and development opportunities” (Bennet, 

2002). The concept of empowerment can be distinguished from other concepts, such as 

social inclusion or gender equality, because of the elements it consists of. The first essential 

element is that empowerment is a process (Chen, 1992; Rowlands, 1995; Kabeer, 2001, 

among others). Agency, expressed as control, awareness, voice or power, is the second 

essential element that characterises empowerment; women themselves must be significant 

actors in the process of change that is being described or measured (Malhotra, Schuler & 

Boender, 2002). On the micro level, agency is embedded in the idea of self-efficacy and the 

significance of the realisation of individual women that they can be agents of change in their 

own lives. Empowerment describes processes rather than end points and is a bottom up 

process which involves agency exercised by individuals, as well as by groups. During my 
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fieldwork I have focused on various empowerment indicators, which are being used by 

scholars, such as the magnitude of women's economic contribution; their mobility in the 

public domain; their ability to make large and small purchases; their ownership of productive 

assets (including housing, land and cash savings); involvement in major decision making for 

income earning purposes; freedom from family domination (freedom of money using, 

freedom of movement and to take up outside work; among others).  

During the Women In Development-era, the empowerment concept mainly focused 

on the social status of women, and was directed towards improving female participation in 

agencies. Yet, it did not focus on the underlying causes of the unequal distribution of assets 

in society. When WID transformed into WAD and later in GAD, the empowerment concept 

spread to a social level, and development level and gained in popularity among scholars and 

development workers (Moghadam & Senftova, 2005). Within the feminist empowerment 

concept, gender subordination is seen as a complex, multi-dimensional and all-pervasive 

process, affecting all aspects of women’s lives and embedded at many different mutually 

reinforcing levels: individual consciousness, the household, work, legislation, state structures 

and international economic and political systems (Mayeux, 2003). Women’s empowerment, 

therefore, addresses strategic gender interests which derive from the often subordinated 

female role as opposed to men. These interests are used to strive after an alternative, more 

just society based on gender equality. The perspective of the field of Gender and 

Development shares these strategies. They consider empowerment as the process to 

change the dominance of men and distribution of power on a personal level, in interpersonal 

relationships and within public institutes and structures. They argue that a woman develops 

certain self-confidence and becomes effective and skilled (personal power). Furthermore she 

is able to develop skills to influence others (interpersonal power) and to collaborate with 

other women to undertake individual and collective action (Gutierrez, 1991). The process of 

empowerment described by GAD, as well as by the feminist scholars, has many 

resemblances. I have chosen to insert the “GAD empowerment process” due to its actuality 

and its strong relation with micro credit as a development method to fight structural gender 

inequality in the central arenas of social life”. 

The meaning which is given to empowerment is gaining more and more importance. It 

has become a global concern, as well as a preoccupation of local grass roots organisations. 

This concern is a result of the widely supported statement that gender inequalities are a drag 

on development and form an obstacle for women’s disposal of rights (Pyle & Ward, 2003, 

WB, 2001, Millennium Development Goals Report, UN, 2002). In order to remove this 

dragging effect on development or at least to diminish it, there has to be strived for gender 

equality. In the DAC report of the OECD (1999; 12-13) gender equality is considered “… an 

equal disposal on social assets, possibilities, means and incentives of men and women”. It 
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implies equivalence in life outcomes for women and men, recognising their different needs 

and interests, and requiring a redistribution of power and resources (Malhotra, Schuler & 

Boender, 2002). Thus, change within social relations, as well as within the institutional 

practice are essential to achieve gender equality because both reinforce and reproduce 

gender identities and gender inequality.  

As described in the previous paragraph, the changed context of economic 

opportunities have forced women to work in the public domain. Their double or triple role has 

created opportunities as well as problems. They have achieved (more) economic power in an 

environment where this was previously impossible to them, because the public domain was a 

male affair. This has affected their agency and has provided possibilities to increase their 

power on other household aspects. Women’s specific circumstances create specific 

problems from which they formulate practical needs, focused on their (physical) survival. 

Inextricably attached to these needs are processes of empowerment in which gender specific 

roles, tasks and activities play an important role (see paragraph 1.1). Strategic needs are 

defined with the objective to change the often-submissive position and roles of women as 

opposed to men. The “new” access to micro credit for women could have a double function 

this way. First of all it provides a working capital to women, with which they are able to 

augment their income and satisfy their family basic needs. Moreover it could provide them 

with more power within their household, now that they are sustaining the family as well, a 

position which was traditionally taken by men. It could therefore satisfy a practical need as 

well as a strategic need of women. The next paragraph explains the relation between 

empowerment and micro credit.  

 

 

1.2.1 Linking Micro Credit to Empowerment 

Credit institutions, as well as many other institutions, were and sometimes still are 

representative for their discriminating gender policies. Yet, in the last decades many micro 

credit organisations have arisen which sometimes only or mainly focus on women, stressing 

that (micro) credit to women will lead to more gender equality. Apart from credit to augment 

their income and enhance other assets, some organisations provide their clients with 

business-, health-, and social trainings to educate and provide them with the necessary 

resources to obtain more agency in their lives. Micro credit organisations, which focus on 

women, are being sustained by the cultural and gender discourse, which form part of the 

international agenda’s and consist of concepts like equality, education, employment and 

empowerment (Alvarado, 2004). Most organisations are an approximate copy of the 
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successful Grameen bank model of Bangladesh8. By providing micro credit to women they 

seem to satisfy a primary practical need of many (poor) women in developing countries; a 

working capital. Micro finances are considered to be the principal instrument to combat 

poverty and to strive for gender equality. They focus on women, because they believe that 

the money gained by women will benefit their families directly and reduce poverty (Kevane & 

Wydick, 2001; Alvarado, 2004, Kabeer, 2000).  

The perspective of micro credit organisations on women's roles in development 

creates different policies, which influence the interventions made by them and usually reflect 

the political position of the organisation. Mayoux (2001) distinguishes three different policy 

models, which are used by organisations that provide women with micro credit. First there is 

the financial sustainability model; women are assumed to be better credit payers and have 

less percentages of pay delay than men (Lazar, 2004; Pyle & Ward, 2003). Organisations 

who use this model aim at improving the accessibility of micro credit to an elevated number 

of women. Within this model empowerment is considered mainly in economic terms, based 

on the assumption that micro credit brings about more individual choice through enhanced 

financial assets and independence. The second model is focused on poverty reduction. 

Organisations assume that poverty is most widespread among women, also due to the 

increasing number of female-headed households, and that women feel (more) responsible 

for the wellbeing of their families. The principal objective is to improve the households’ 

welfare and the empowerment of women. From this perspective empowerment is considered 

to be an improvement of welfare, community development and financial autonomy. Lastly 

there is the female empowerment model. Micro credit organisations work with women in 

order to achieve more gender equality. They use micro credit to attract women and stimulate 

their economic, political and social empowerment to create a change in power relations and 

structures in society. The sustainability then depends on the development of women’s 

participant and independent organisations. In reality the “Mayeux-models” often interweave 

in the policy of different micro finance agencies. Many of them present an improvement in the 

empowerment of women as one of their program impacts. Promujer is no exception to that 

and claims to stimulate the empowerment of their clients by providing poor women with micro 

credit. 

The impact of micro credit varies according to the used technology, the gender 

structures of the context in which the female micro credit receiver lives, and other services 

offered by the micro credit organisations. On the one hand, there exists a positive perception 

of the impact of micro credit programs on the empowerment of women. In Peru women’s 

                                                 
8 The Grameen Bank is a microfinance organisation and community development bank that was founded in 1974 
in Bangladesh by Muhammad Yunus and became very successful. They provide micro credit to the 
impoverished without requiring collateral. The organisation and its founder won the Nobel Peace Price in 2006. 
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employment and control over their own income are associated with more control over 

decision-making (Heaton at Al, 2005). Women also have somewhat more input into decisions 

in homes with a higher standard of living. On the other hand limitations of the current models 

are being recognised, as well as the possibility to detect and minimise the negative effects, 

and to improve contributions to empowerment. A third perspective considers micro credit not 

to be an effective instrument to achieve empowerment. As Pyle & Ward (2003) sustain; 

“although some women have benefited from micro finance, many women have fewer choices 

and less control over their lives”.  

Micro credit organisations are seen to have a twofold function. By providing a working 

capital in times of economic crises and male unemployment, they fulfil a practical need of 

many women and their families. Secondly micro credit is seen as a strategically important 

instrument to achieve more gender equality by “giving” women a chance to have an 

independent income and this way enhance their freedom to make decisions. It therefore 

addresses a strategic need as well. The practical and strategic needs women formulate, and 

which give a great insight in the way they see their own empowerment process, depend very 

much on the context they live in. Due to the indigenous descent of the majority of my 

research population the next paragraph will apply the concept of empowerment to Andean 

ethnicity.  

 
 

1.2.2. Empowerment & Andean Ethnicity 

The interests and identities of Andean indigenous women in relation to development 

and globalisation are by no means homogenous (Radcliffe, Laurie & Andolina, 2003). 

Gender is an important aspect of one’s identity, but there are other important aspects that 

influence identity as well, such as ethnicity, class, religion, profession and looks among 

others (Wekker, 1988). Those aspects operate simultaneously but can also create conflicts. 

For example, community life in an Aymaran village can be based on reciprocity and 

egalitarianism (Larme, 1998). Yet, a woman’s ambition to excel through hard work, enable 

her kids to study or achieve material things, such as a television or computer could create 

envy and social exclusion, if this does not correspond with the living standard. Another 

example is that the wonders of the Inca empire and indigenous culture and arts are sold to 

the whole world which makes Peru an important tourist destination. Yet this appreciation 

turns into severe discrimination and indigenous exclusion in important sectors, like the 

economy and media. Therefore many parents do not teach their children the native language 

anymore or children lack the interest. Out of al those contradictions one constructs a 

personal story, which reconciles and reunites, in one way or another, these different aspects 

(Wekker, 1988). 
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The simultaneousness of gender, ethnicity, class and sexuality means that men and 

women from one ethnic group are being socially constructed in a different way than men and 

women from another ethnic group. Great differences exist as well between women or men as 

social categories. This is reflected in the great variation of perspectives and policies of local 

women organisations in the Andean region (Radcliffe, Laurie & Andolina, 2003). A contested 

subject between certain groups is, for example, domestic violence. The indigenous women's 

declaration, given at the 1995 Beijing women's meeting, placed gender needs in the context 

of racism, poverty, and political disempowerment, criticising global scenarios while 

recognising women's socio-cultural roles and their right to new forms of development. 

Women condemned the combination of ethnic and gender discrimination and demanded 

female participation in development planning. In search for a modern collective identity, 

indigenous intellectuals highlight the distinctive ethnic characteristics of Andean women by 

focusing on clothing, use and transmission of languages, and residence in rural indigenous 

communities. Andean social reproduction rests crucially on women’s input in raising children; 

maintaining and reproducing values, language, and cultural identities. Yet some scholars  

(Radcliffe, 1996; Weismantel, 2001) consider the indigenous women’s role as mothers and 

cultural guardians problematic for their empowerment. These are examples of western 

feminists whose analytic perspective is limiting the definition of the female subject by 

completely passing by social class and ethnic identities. This is a typical example of what 

Mohanty (1991) calls a certain mode of appropriation and codification of “scholarship” and 

“knowledge” about women in the third world by “Western” feminists. This critic towards the 

scientific “western” hegemony was also shared by the 1995 indigenous women’s declaration 

of Beijing. Women are often constituted as a coherent group, sexual difference is associated 

with female subordination. Power is automatically defined in binary terms of those who have 

(men) and those who have not (women) or those who exploit (men) and those who are 

exploited. Therefore it is of essential interest to analyse data within its particular historical, 

political and socio-cultural context which generates theoretical categories from within the 

situation (Ibid, 1991). 

 

Conclusion 

The evolvement of women in development to gender and development has been set 

out as well as its general application to the Latin American reality, in which marianismo and 

machismo play an essential role. Moreover the concept of empowerment and the relation 

with micro credit was discussed. This last paragraph intended to clarify the specificity of local 

contexts and realities which have to be taken into account in order to interpret the data in its 

particular Andean ethnic context. Chapter two provides information about this specific socio 

economic and socio-cultural reality in which my research population lives.  
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2. OPPORTUNITIES AND RESTRICTIONS IN THE LIVES  

OF PUNO WOMEN 

 

This chapter provides information about social and economic aspects which can 

obstruct or just stimulate the empowerment process of Puno’s female citizens. The practical 

gender needs which are formulated by my informants, as well as the strategic gender needs 

which derive from the often subordinate role of women as opposed to men, are discussed 

with their corresponding social and economical aspects. In the first main paragraph I 

describe the family composition and family planning, whose data are considered to be 

important indicators to measure empowerment (Heaton et al, 2005). Female age-hierarchy is 

the second aspect which I have selected because the life stage, and the position a woman 

has in the family, largely determines her role and prescribes its appropriate behaviour. 

Therefore it can have a hampering effect on empowerment. Furthermore reciprocity and 

social networks are determinant factors in the lives of Puno people and lie at the intersection 

of dependence and the creation of opportunities. Special attention will be paid to the 

presence of domestic violence in Puno families, a phenomenon that negatively affects the 

personal empowerment of its members and is strongly gender related. The second main 

paragraph will briefly discuss the socio-economic context in Puno, after which the socio-

economic situation of my research informants will be discussed. Their practical needs; 

employment for themselves and their family members; housing; health and education will be 

contested in view of their empowerment impact. Education deserves special attention due to 

the great importance given to this subject by the Puno population and because it is 

considered to be an important instrument to fight gender equality (Moghadam & Senftova, 

2005). 

 

 

2.1 Puno’s Socio-Cultural Setting 

 

  2.1.1 Family Composition & Family Planning 

  The size and gender composition of a family, as well as the way the family members 

relate to one another, strongly affects the empowerment possibilities of each member 

(Heaton et al, 2005). In Puno bigger families often mean more poverty, which usually leads 

to more tension and  domestic violence at home, as described in chapter one. Moreover a 

child’s needs remain largely unfulfilled, and the family often lacks money for the education of 

their children. The example the parents give to their children and the household’s task 
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allocation are determinant for the children’s idea of the gender roles and the position of both 

genders in the household.  

  In most Puno families both husband and wife run the family. Most female informants 

are married, though not always living together with their husbands due to migration or work 

which forces them to be more time away than at home. In some cases husband and wife live 

apart due to economic responsibilities. Only a small minority of participants expressed their 

satisfaction of being married to their husbands. These families were characterised by two-

earners, with two or three children, little or no presence of physical violence, strong social 

control, and a financial administration with a common priority for their children’s education. 

This demonstrates that a small family size and a common objective of both parents 

enhances empowerment opportunities for its members. Moreover these two factors seem to 

be positively correlated with the absence of domestic violence. Yet, in Puno province almost 

one fourth of the households is female headed and this number is slowly growing (INEI, 

2005). In these cases a woman is the main financial provider of the family, though in practice 

it often means that she is the only provider. This demonstrates that traditional defined gender 

roles are stronger and deny what gender activities demonstrate nowadays. Thus, as long as 

the husband lives with his wife (and children) he will usually be pointed out and registered as 

head of the household. The percentage of female headed households in Puno shows the 

representativity of my research group. Out of thirty families seven are headed by females, 

who are all divorced or widow. The divorced women and the widows, despite their 

sometimes young age, have never got together with other men. When I asked why, they all 

answered: “Why would I?”, and started to complain about the tensions suffered at home and 

the restrictions to their liberty when they were still married or when their husband was still 

alive. They now take care of their children as single mothers and expressed to be very 

disappointed in men and married life. The three widows said they miss their husbands, but 

by asking further they seem to mainly miss his economic support. The economic difficulties 

they now face as a single parent, surrounded by strong competition and rising prices, make 

life harder than it used to be. This statement gives the impression that many women prefer 

(more) economic security and shared financial responsibility over important (western) 

empowerment indicators, such as freedom of movement, independence and, up to a certain 

extent, (domestic) violence. 

  The last decade has showed a positive tendency of a diminishing size of Puno 

families. Birth rates have decreased with twenty percent over the last six years and 

differences between rural and urban areas are diminishing as well9. This development 

                                                 
9 The gap of birth rates between urban and rural area’s have diminished with 1.6 children in the last six years 
(INEI, 2007)  
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corresponds to the situation of the research informants; they come from families with an 

average of seven children but they themselves have an average of three children.  

  The next paragraph will give more insight in another aspect of daily life in Puno, which 

forms a core part of family life and strongly influences the empowerment process of its 

members.  

 

 

  2.1.2 Female Age-Hierarchy 

The power middle-aged and older women traditionally have in relation to younger 

women in their families revolves around the allocation of household tasks. From a western 

empowerment perspective this phenomenon severely affects one’s agency and limits the 

opportunities of those experiencing it. Moreover it is a strongly gendered phenomenon, it 

expresses a division between males and females, and is passed on from one generation to 

the next10. This kind of power also applies to a generalised age respect system in inter-

household relations in which long-suffering plays an important role (Mitchell, 1994). The older 

women allocate household tasks and give orders to the younger female family members over 

whom they have full responsibility and unquestioned authority. The (limited) space given to a 

(young) woman to make decisions, therefore depends on her position as opposed to her 

female family members, her age and stage in the life course. An example of this kind of 

family relations is expressed by the next observation: 

 

Two daughters (age 13 and 21) live together with their brother (age 20) and his 

girlfriend at their mother’s house (age 58). The youngest daughter is always 

sent to deliver messages for her family, to shake off unwanted visitors or 

creditors, do grocery shopping and help her mother with her paid work. Her 

older brother and sister are sending her for their errands and groceries. They 

humiliate and punish her whenever they think she has done something wrong. 

The older daughter is responsible for cooking, cleaning and washing. Her 

brother has no clear tasks and controls the television. Mother dominates her 

daughter’s lives, also the ones who are living in the alley and now have families 

of their own. She orders food from them, controls there whereabouts or sends 

someone to control the whereabouts of a sister. She is also watching the 

relation of her sons and daughters with their partners and if they fulfil their 

marital duties. 

 

                                                 
10 as showed the quotation of Lancaster in paragraph 1.1.2 
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This observation shows that the assignment of gender roles, meanings and activities is 

defined at early age. The position a girl takes in relation to older sisters or cousins brings 

along specific tasks and expectations. When her position changes, for example because a 

younger sister is born or an older sister leaves the house, other behaviour will be expected in 

accordance with her new role, whose corresponding tasks will be re-allocated. Boys live up 

to male behaviour, which is expected according to their male role in combination with their 

age. Yet their tasks seem to be much less defined. Moreover the expectation towards boys 

to complete their tasks does not run high, as opposed to their female counter parts for whom 

the expectations are very much connected with abnegation and moral superiority (Stevens, 

1973; Arango, 2001). As chapter one discussed, this could be because the women’s spiritual 

and moral superiority, as opposed to men, legitimise this role in the domestic sphere. Most 

Puno fathers do not really get involved with their children’s education, neither are they often 

expected to. The assigned roles and tasks of a female member are often changing due to the 

frequently changing composition of most Puno families. New (grand) children are born, other 

family members can migrate or leave their children under the custody of family members. 

Age hierarchy could hamper the empowerment of female members strongly, because on the 

one hand it restrains a woman from defending her rights, it severely blocks her agency and 

consolidates unequal gender relations. Yet, on the other hand the re-allocation of tasks due 

to changing positions within the family provides new skills. Women will become experienced 

and increasingly flexible in assimilating new positions and circumstances. 

 

 

  2.1.3 Reciprocity & Social Networks 

This paragraph discusses the socio-cultural aspect of reciprocity and the importance 

of social networks for people in Puno, which can affect the empowerment of its population in 

a positive as well as in a negative way. From an empowerment perspective social networks 

in Puno are important to pass on and receive knowledge, experiences and support, as well 

as to find work or to get access to (micro) credit. Women are enabled to enhance their 

personal and interpersonal power by learning skills and by influencing their peers. This 

makes them more apt to take strategically important decisions in their lives in order to fulfil 

their needs and achieve more gender equality. The importance and maintenance of social 

networks are strongly embedded in Puno culture. Strong ties maintained between migrated 

family and community members on one side, and those who stayed at home on the other 

side are one of its expressions. Many people invest in their contacts in order to find work, 

lend money or goods to their fellow communal bank colleagues, or to sell a certain product 

on tick. This phenomenon is called reciprocity. Female kin obligations and networks are 

reinforced by an informal generalised system of reciprocity (Mitchell, 1994). A woman sends 
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or brings gifts or lends her daughter for domestic or herding tasks to a female relative or 

comadre11 in order to repay her debt or obligating that woman socially to repay her 

generosity in the future. By investing in these relations Puno women tend to create a social 

safety net for life. A life that is experienced by Andean people as being full of insecurities and 

threats of failed harvests, natural disasters, but also illness and the loss of jobs, husbands, 

wives or houses (Larme, 1998; Manuela Ramos, 2003). The strong ties of social networks 

yield many opportunities, but could sometimes obstruct people’s possibilities. Eligible 

candidates do not always get the right job for them due to the informal rules of reciprocity, 

which can obstruct personal and collective empowerment.  

 

 

2.2 Domestic Violence 

Domestic violence severely obstructs the empowerment of its victims of whom women 

and children usually take the major part of the consequences. Furthermore it secludes 

opportunities for change and development in practically all dimensions of life and contributes 

to low self-esteem, which strongly affects an individual’s personal power. Moreover it 

hampers the struggle for gender equality. Therefore the research informants mention it to be 

a primary strategic need. Domestic violence is a widespread phenomenon, which can not be 

categorised under the socio-cultural aspects of the Puno department, due to the many 

complex factors this type of violence consists of. The manifestation of power of one person 

over the other occurs through insults, threats, coercions, blackmail and/or physical 

aggressions, which negatively affect the physical, sexual and psychological health of people 

suffering violence. Apart from physical problems, and its economic consequences, the 

constant (threat of) violence causes low self-esteem and a negative self-image, which 

thoroughly affects the victim’s agency in a negative way.  

 

 

 

 

                                                                              (Source: INEI, 2006)  

 

In Puno domestic violence indicators are high, as shows the next table. Most married  

women of my research group are complaining, and often crying, about the violence, cheating 

and humiliations they have suffered. Some stories revealed severe physical and material 

violence, and insisting and openly cheating. Especially striking is the high occurrence of 

                                                 
11 Comadre means friend or business associate. 

Perpetrator of 
Violence 

Psychological 
Violence 

Physical 
Violence 

Sexual 
Violence 

Male partner 70% 40% 10% 
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psychological violence, of which prohibiting a woman to go out, receive friends or accusing 

her of cheating are common examples. This behaviour derives from a belief of male primacy, 

which is characteristic for a macho culture, and which provides a cultural approval for the 

domination, control, and abuse of women by men. Domestic violence is a subject, which, in 

spite off its prevalence, is considered to be strict family business and therefore hidden to the 

outside world. As Yovanna12 told me:  

 

“All this time my comadres and neighbours told me how lucky I was with my 

husband, that he was so good for me, and always treated me with respect. 

How could they tell? Countless times I sat in a corner of this room by myself, 

crying my eyes out of humiliation, of worrying how to keep the family running, 

of all the beating and slapping. Sometimes we did not have anything to eat and 

he has never contributed a penny. I have been the only one supporting the 

family from the beginning. He said: “Why do you want my money, it’s mine!” 

Only when he was drunk I could trick some money out of him. Then I bought a 

chicken and made soup for the family. How I have suffered!” Then Yovanna 

says with a proud and smiling face: “But to the outside world I acted as if 

everything was ok and as if I had a supportive and loving husband. No one 

could tell, up till today”.  

 

 

Violence is often legitimised as a right of men over their wives, parents over their children 

and brothers over sisters. The incidence of violence shows that violence is part of most 

family’s daily interaction and that violence is reproduced from one generation to the next, as 

a negative way to communicate, as shows the next table. 

 

           (Source: INEI, 2005) 

 

Sometimes women still suffer violence by their family members when they are grown adults, 

as shows the next anecdote of Lesbia13, of which she said has been the most humiliating 

moment of her life. It also gives a clear view of the unequal power relations within her family. 

First of all it shows the age-hierarchy of the mother over her daughter, and secondly of a 

                                                 
12 Yovana is 56 years old and married but living apart. She has eight children, has always maintained her family 
financially, sells gasoline and rents rooms at her house 
13 Lesbia: is 39 years old and the eldest of eight children. She has three children and is long time divorced. 

Perpetrator of Violence Mother Father Sister Brother Ex-partner Others 

Share of Violence 19.5% 20,0% 1.8% 13.0% 10.4% 32.0% 
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man (younger brother) over his sister which is an expression of male dominance in a macho 

culture. 

 

“One night I sneaked out of the house to go out with my boyfriend Eloy. It 

became very late and around six in the morning I returned home. My mother 

was furious and waiting for me, together with my younger brother. She grabbed 

and whacked me with an iron stick while my younger brother held me down. 

When it was over my brother threw a bucket of cold water over me”. 

 

 

Some women of the research population had clear signs of low self-esteem, especially on 

the relational level, which expressed itself by submissive behaviour, and fear. Despite the 

different types of violence suffered by them, most of them decided to stay with their partners 

and, although economically independent in some cases, never thought about divorce as a 

real option. Monica14 reveals; 

 

“I am the only one who sustains the family nowadays. My husband is 

sociologist. He worked at the hospital but got fired little over one year ago for 

being a womanizer and for appearing drunk at work. Ever since, he stays at 

home. He sometimes cooks and feeds the children and he usually helps them 

with their homework, but in general most domestic tasks are left for me to do 

after work. He sometimes asks me for money and disappears for one night. 

When he comes home he is usually drunk and sometimes he becomes violent. 

When I do not give him money because there is none, he gets aggressive too. 

If I have ever thought about leaving him, you ask? No, I love him. He just 

needs a job and then things will probably get better. His ideal situation would 

be that I stay home and that he is the only one who maintains the family. The 

current situation is very frustrating to him”. 

 

 

This interview quote demonstrates two important aspects. First of all the family is not the only 

one responsible for the violence. Poverty and peer pressure seem to stimulate alcohol abuse 

which often leads to all kinds of violence. Therefore most participants consider alcohol abuse 

to be directly responsible for an important part of domestic violence. This awareness is 

somewhat conflicting with the social acceptance of alcohol (ab)use. No important event, such 

as cattle selling, shop opening, strikes, birth, harvest, matrimony, funerals or saint devotions 

can be celebrated without loads of alcohol, which both men and women consume (voluntarily 

                                                 
14 Monica is 37 years and married. She has two children and is an ambulant fuel seller) 
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or compulsory) until they are drunk. Violent outbursts in public and in the private domain are 

common. Furthermore it sometimes leads to unwanted pregnancies. Although husband and 

wife agree on family planning, alcohol sometimes spoils the game. Under the influence some 

men force themselves on their wives in their fertile period, which sometimes produces a new 

life. Impunity prevails and elevated health and education expenditures, as well as less time 

for female income-generating activities (Manuela Ramos, 2003) are the direct 

consequences. These affect the agency of women and the other family members severely, 

not to speak about the psychological damage done by this intra-marital rape. This 

phenomenon is a clear expression of an upset gender balance in which male dominance of 

the female’s sexuality stands out. Secondly, the last phrases of Monica’s interview quote 

reveal the difficulties her husband has with coping with the changed gender roles. He is 

frustrated now that he depends economically on his wife and he is more violent and 

controlling than when he still had his job.  

As Monica, Yovanna and Lesbia reveal most Puno women do not take drastic measures and 

file for divorce in order to deal with the frequent (domestic) violence in their lives. Most of their 

answers, as demonstrated in the next table, such as “thinking it is not important” 

(unnecessary) or “feeling ashamed”, confirm the assumption that many women who 

experience violence suffer low self-esteem. As the 

field research continued, more and more 

participating women started to talk about the 

violence they suffered by their husbands, the 

negative effect it had on their wellbeing and that of 

their children and their feelings of grief and 

impotence. These women were clearly upset and 

often crying while sharing their stories with me. 

Most of them did not seem to do much about their 

situation and none of them has looked for psychological help, although some did assist 

workshops about domestic violence at micro financier Promujer in the past. The proverbial 

threshold seems to be too high, but what causes it to be so high? First of all a dominant 

macho culture, in which violence is an expected way to demonstrate male dominance, brings 

along female subordination and low self-esteem15. Moreover, thorough fieldwork of Mitchell 

(1994) at an Aymara village shows that being “contentious” as a woman or failures to keep 

marriage intact are reasons for severe critique and low status among peers. In urban area’s 

the traditional norms and value’s in general are somewhat moderate. Nevertheless the 

expected behaviour, which derives from the culturally defined gender roles, remains strong. 

                                                 
15 See paragraph 1.1.1 

Reasons for No Action on 
Domestic Violence 

Share 

Unnecessary 23.7% 

Shame 20.5% 

Does not know where to go 17.5% 

Fear for more aggression 15.0% 

Own fault 9.5% 

Does not want to harm aggressor 6.0% 

That’s life 3.5% 

What is it good for 2.1% 
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The fact that women from my research population often took the initiative to talk to me about 

this delicate subject, indicates that violence takes a prominent negative place in their lives. 

Moreover the reason that they chose me to talk to and get things of their chest could mean 

their distrust towards others and the fear for gossip which would affect their prestige as 

women. Lastly it expresses their feeling of impotence regarding the violence. In spite of laws 

against violence towards women and their aimed protection, a proper implementation has 

never occurred given the huge lack of social consciousness among the population, and public 

servants, like police-, court officers and judges. Moreover, the great amount of corrupt public 

servants, notaries and lawyers in Puno does not promise a righteous legal procedure.  

 

The discussed cultural and social aspects of reciprocity and social networks, and the 

wide incidence of domestic violence have shown to be very much gendered and passed on 

from one generation to the next. The broken taboo on family planning is a strategy to reduce 

poverty and to achieve (more) gender equality in the future on society’s socio economic 

arena’s. The phenomenon of domestic violence deserved special attention due to its 

devastating features and its strong hampering impact on empowerment, and on gender 

equality in particular. As discussed in chapter one, empowerment is a bottom up process 

whereas domestic violence constructively affects one’s agency and limits one’s personal, 

social and economic space. It is a crude way to express power and to impose the will of the 

strong over the weak(er). 

  

 

2.3 Socio Economic Data 

 

“They talk about our rights to health, to mental well-being. But how can we 

have this if we are worried about sending our children to school without lunch, 

books or other utilities?  

 

This interview quote of a micro credit user reveals that many people do not appear to see 

possibilities to improve their agency in other dimensions of their lives, as long as they have to 

be worried about their economic situation. The economic situation is obviously a determinant 

factor in people’s lives due to its direct link with physical survival and perhaps a (more) 

peaceful life as well. A good income is needed to satisfy practical necessities, such as food, 

clothes, shelter and education. In order to understand the informants’ practical needs it is 

important to get insight in their context and personal socio-economic situation. Therefore this 

paragraph will give a brief introduction on the local economic context, after which the 

socioeconomic situation of the research informants will be discussed. The opportunities and 
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restrictions this context provides for my research informants will be set out. Moreover, the 

practical gender needs of self-employment; housing; and health, which focus on their 

physical survival are discussed. Special attention is given to education which is a strategic 

need of all informants to strive for more economic security and gender equality. 

  

 

  2.3.1 Economical Context 

  Due to its geographical position next to Bolivia, Puno has its own economic 

characteristics, in which a living contraband market makes up for approximately seventy 

percent of the department’s economy.16 Contraband activities mainly consist of illegal import 

from and selling of mainly Bolivian, Chinese and Korean goods in Peru. Moreover Puno is an 

important department for agricultural activities and livestock17 and most people find work in 

these economical sectors. Most of Puno’s economy is informal which consist of all economic 

activities for which no taxes are paid. Income in general is low and the economic insecurity is 

high now that food prices are rising strongly. People have lost their jobs, and loans paid in 

some formal sectors, like education, have not grown as fast as inflation has. This has led to 

strong competition by people who need second jobs to satisfy the household expenses and 

often enter already saturated sectors. According to my research participants, approximately 

ten till twenty years ago they could still make a good living by producing and selling 

handicrafts or buying clothes at border cities to resell them in Puno. Through the changed 

economic circumstances, though, it becomes increasingly difficult to make ends meet, 

especially when children attend university. As a consequence many people have become 

increasingly flexible and creative to find other or more ways to guarantee or enhance their 

income. During my stay in Puno I have observed people’s skills to look for, and do whatever 

is necessary to earn (more) money or to spread economic risk. If one market is saturated, 

they look for other markets to sell their fish or chompa´s18 or they diversify and improve the 

product quality of their handicrafts. Other important sources of income, in the sense that it 

reduces family expenses, is the cultivation of land or having a house of one’s own. Practically 

all people have their chacras (land) on which they grow potatoes, beans, oca (goose), barley 

and quinoa, which provide them with the main ingredients for their daily meals. A house can 

be (partially) sub-rented, and it gives security, independence and status.  

                                                 
16 Source: Alcides Sanchez, Director of the Labour Ministry of Puno and coincides with the estimations of a vast 
majority of interviewed Puno citizens. 
17 One fourth of all the fertile land is being used for the cultivation of a wide variety of potatoes. Other popular 
crops are Oca (kind of sweet potato), Millet and Quinoa ( an Andean, protein rich cereal). The department also 
counts nationally for being the country’s first producer of lama’s, alpaca’s and sheep (Ministerio de Economía y 
Finanzas, 2006). 
18 A chompa is a woollen sweater 
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Characteristic for Puno is the great share of female activity on the labour market. A 

vast majority, 83%, of all women are working, mostly in the agricultural and sales & services 

sector, as shows the next table: 

 

Economic Activities of Women in Puno 

Economic 
Activity 

Agriculture Sales & 
Services 

Office 
clerk 

Professional/ 
Technical 

Handicrafts Domestic 
Services 

Total 

Percentage 57.6% 23.5% 1.4% 5.6% 6.8% 5.0% 99.9% 
                        (Source:INEI, 2005) 
 
 

Striking is that with the age-increase a major percentage of Puno women is economically 

active. Their civil and geographic position and the amount of children they have, play 

important roles. Women who are divorced, separated or widow with children and living in 

rural areas are most likely to be (very) active on the labour market. An explanation for this 

phenomenon could be that many women have more children at higher age. In order to 

sustain the household and education expenditures more income is needed, and increasing 

pressure is put on the breadwinner(s). In spite of the economic activity of the Puno 

department and the creativity of its citizens, poverty indicators remain high, as shows the 

next table of INEI (2006): 

Relative, as well as extreme poverty19 is on the 

increase in the department of Puno. This 

phenomenon has several negative 

consequences in relation to empowerment opportunities. First of all extreme poverty causes 

malnutrition, which in turn affects the physical and mental development of the person 

suffering it and cause specific health problems, which directly affect family expenditures. In 

short, extreme poverty severely limits the educational, social and economic opportunities for 

those who are living it. As shows the table above, half of Puno’s population lives in extreme 

poor circumstances and are not able to guarantee their food-take in. Almost eight out of ten 

people are able to buy enough food to feed the family, but have difficulties to fulfil other 

practical needs, such as decent housing, electricity or clothes. Therefore their empowerment 

opportunities are restricted due to the unsatisfied practical needs which affect their agency, 

although not in such a constructive way as the extreme poor. Furthermore poverty tends to 

                                                 
19 Relative Poverty: Lack of sufficient income to satisfy essential no-alimentary needs, like clothing, electricity 
and housing, as well as alimentary needs. For Peru the Relative Poverty Line has been set on 192.4 Nuevo Soles 
a month/per person (± $66) (www.undp.org). 
Extreme Poverty: Lack of sufficient income to satisfy basic alimentary needs. This definition of poverty is 
usually used in combination with the “Food Poverty Line” which estimates the necessary expenditure level to 
purchase a minimum essential number of calories on the basis of a typical diet in a country and region. For Peru 
the Extreme Poverty Line has been set on 114.7 Nuevo Soles a month/per person (± $39). (www.undp.org) 

Poverty Index Puno 2001 2007 

Relative Poverty 78.0% 79.2% 

Extreme Poverty 46.0% 49.8% 
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intensify alcohol abuse and negative outcomes of machismo, such as violence and financial 

irresponsibility of men (Chant, 2003; Moser, 1989).  

 

 

  2.3.2 Socio-Economic Situation of the Research Population 

  This paragraph aims to provide more insight in the informants situation in order to 

understand the practical needs which they express as being crucial for their physical survival. 

One third of the women I interviewed make (one of) their businesses by creating and selling 

sheep and alpaca woollen handicrafts. Their other economic activities are baking bread, 

exploiting small grocery shops, backpackers hostel, sub renting rooms at home or selling 

fuel. Others sell casual clothes, underwear, blankets, cheese, cow stir or buy and sell cattle. 

They have aquaculture trout cages or catch native fish from the Titicaca Lake. Only four out 

of thirty women of my selected participants are not involved in contraband trade. The socio 

economic position of the research population seems for many more or less the same. Most 

of the interviewed women have an average daily profit of 15-20 soles ($5.50-$7.20). When 

using these indicators to measure poverty most of the credit users at Promujer could be 

categorised as relatively poor. Therefore they mention an income for themselves and their 

family members as their primary practical need. The offer of formal employment is not only 

very small, the majority of the informants lack the education, experience or skills to qualify. A 

working capital is wanted in order to create or expand their own business. 

  The improved accessibility of micro credit for poor women has provided many of the 

research informants with this capital and therefore created opportunities. Yet, it seems that 

these opportunities have their limitations due to a stagnating economy, high inflation, 

persisting poverty and strong competition in the economic sectors, which are most 

accessible for investment with micro credit. As a consequence research informants complain 

about dropping profits. As Sylvia20 (age 55) affirms: 

 

“From when I was little my mother taught me how to knit and weave. When I 

started to sell the embroidery in Puno I had to show my skills to obtain a 

license from the municipality. At that time there were only twelve of us, and we 

could make a decent living of our profits. Now a license is redundant and 

everyone is knitting which has caused a situation in which there is more offer 

than demand. There are 280 of us now and looking at the demand, there would 

be work for about a hundred. No one can make a decent living anymore. 

People have become more envious too”. 

 

                                                 
20 Sylvia is 54 years old and has one daughter. Her husband died long ago and ever since she is widow 
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Puno’s high levels of poverty hamper empowerment opportunities for the research 

informants. They stress that the difficult economical circumstances cause stress and 

tensions at home, which to an increasing extend lead to violence. Yet, poverty and 

increasing economic insecurity could also have positive consequences for the empowerment 

of women. Increasingly more women are forced to break tradition and look for (paid) work 

outside the house, which provides them with experiences, skills and contacts. Due to this 

obligatory experiences they augment their agency and future possibilities.  

 

 

  2.3.3 Health 

  So far chapter two has discussed several aspects, such as family planning; domestic 

violence; alcohol abuse; the subordinate female position, their double or triple role and 

poverty. Most of these aspects affect one’s health in a negative way, and the possibilities to 

preserving one’s health. This paragraph shows the position health takes in the lives of the 

people in Puno and the importance they give to their physical wellbeing. Although crucial for 

human survival and to get the most output of economic activities, the research informants do 

not mention their health as one of their priorities. Most women are obese because of the one-

sidedly nutrition of carbohydrates, a lack of vegetables and fruit and the huge quantities of 

food consumed at every meal. Most of my informants are constantly complaining about 

physical troubles, but do not seem to know what might have caused them, as shows the next 

observation with Petronela21; 

 

Sitting on the main square of a remote community, I was waiting for the bus to 

take me to Puno city when Petronela (one of the research participants) 

beckoned me to come over to her house. When I arrived I saw that she was 

not feeling well. She was wailing and restless and looked desperate. Petronela 

told me that after eating some cow stir four days ago, she vomited and felt 

weak. She was not able to work and had a terrible headache. I gave her some 

aspirin and got her coca leaves to chew on. I also told her to drink a lot, and 

went to the local clinic to get some serum against dehydration, which I 

dissolved in water and gave her to drink. A week later someone pulled my 

sleeve at the market. I turned around and looked into the smiling face of 

Petronela. She said: “You cured me! I drank the water with the serum and 

herbal tea and the next day I felt much better. Then I drank another bottle of 

water with serum and I am back on my feet again”. I told her that this meant 

                                                 
21 Petronela is 48. She has two children and was left by her husband when she was pregnant of her second son. 
She is illiterate and is a very active entrepreneur. 
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that she was dehydrated and I explained her how she could prevent it a next 

time. Two weeks later I met Petronela in the bus. I asked her about her health 

and she told me that ever since, she always brings water along. Triumphantly 

she pulled a big bottle of water out of her huge packs of merchandise. 

 

 

Petronela and other cases show that there is a lack of knowledge about what causes 

malaise, and how one could prevent this, as demonstrates the deplorable state of people’s 

denture in Puno too. The only preventive action many women take is chewing coca leaves, 

which seems to be used as a remedy for about anything, not in the least place to take away 

a feeling of appetite. Not until their medical complaint worsens or starts to obstruct the 

execution of economic activities, health becomes a priority. Puno women have proven to be 

able to cope with severe malaise while working hard. They say they leave their health in the 

hands of God. For this purpose people believe that leading a moral life and performing rituals 

to “serve” the earth with a dash of alcohol or incense helps to insure well-being. Perhaps for 

these reasons most research participants did not mention their health as one of their primary 

practical needs, because they believe they can not really control it. Their attitude towards 

their health show the need for good (health) education. 

 

Urban people have wide access to health centres, but their office hours coincide when most 

economic activity occurs. Instead many people auto-medicate themselves before they see a 

doctor. Moreover the informants shared some stories with me about medical failures which 

make them doubt the knowledge of doctors22. Several informants have their objections about 

health centre personnel for humiliating them as indigenous people, especially when the 

health problem is sexually related or caused by lack of hygiene (Manuela Ramos, 2003). In 

the villages surrounding Puno there are usually health centres where a nurse works. A doctor 

only comes when someone pays 15 Nuevo Sol23 in advance (about $5), an amount that most 

people at the countryside can not pay. Most working people have an affordable social 

insurance24, which consist of treatment and urgent medical problems. 

                                                 
22 In the case of Yovana (then age 43), a doctor blamed the menopause for her symptoms, but four months later a 
baby girl was born. Another case was about an ankle inflammation of which the doctor thought the only remedy 
was to amputate. The woman in question refused this operation, and apart from a scar, she has no problem 
walking with both feet still attached to her body. 
23 The national monetary unit in Peru is the Nuevo Sol. One Nuevo Sol is equivalent to approximately $0,30. 
24 The social insurance varies from 1 till 5 Nuevo Sol a month. 
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2.4  Education 

Education is considered essential in the struggle for gender equality. The level of 

education of females significantly affects their attitudes and actions in relation to health, 

family planning and domestic violence (Moghadam & Senftova, 2005). By improving their 

skills and knowledge they have more opportunities to empower themselves and achieve 

more agency for progressive change in their lives. Moreover education is positively 

associated with the socio economic situation because it determines the demand on public 

health services and family planning (Ibid, 2006). Education therefore constitutes a strategic 

need for most Puno families in order to obtain more control over their lives, intending to 

create more economic security. Lydia25 shares her story; 

 

 

  “I have only got one son and I am raising him by myself ever since I told my 

husband to go to the other woman with whom he was cheating on me. My son 

is in his third year of sociology at Puno University and does not have any time 

left to work. I make and sell embroidery and other needlework and I have a 

stand at the handicraft market at Puno’s jetty. This and next year are going to 

be a great challenge for me because my son’s educational expenditures have  

risen up to 600 soles a month (±$220). I am doing everything that is in my 

power to increase my sales and keep my son into college”. 

 

Lydia’s story reveals that the daily worries of most families revolve around how to fulfil the 

costs for their children’s education. Especially the time before the new school season starts, 

is very stressful for parents and children. After inscription, book- and extensive utility lists are 

distributed; families start to buy all the compulsory articles, which are checked by the teacher 

on the first school day, as well as the uniforms one has to wear. If something is not in order 

the school complains to the parents and the schoolmates sometimes jeer the pupil. Parents 

often feel guilty if they are not able to provide their child with everything that is needed for its 

personal development. Many put everything aside to improve their children’s future chances.  

Their own education, though, does not seem to be so important to them. Both women and 

men usually do not go back to school to improve their own position on the labour market. 

They say that they are old now and going back to school for them just is not an option. They 

cannot do much anymore to improve their position, they argue, but their children, on the 

other hand, still have their future before them. Moreover they say they need all their time to 

work in order to gather the money to be able to pay all family’s expenditures. The educational 

level of the research informants varies from illiterate to high school, and is usually too low to 

                                                 
25 Lydia is 42 years. She has one son and is single since her husband left her. 
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have a chance on formal, more secure, jobs. The majority completed primary school and 

sometimes high school with no significant difference of level between them and their 

husbands. The educational level of parents of my research population has not shown any 

significant influence on the importance they give to their children’s education. 

 Several developments seem to have changed the general way of thinking regarding 

education. First of all many citizens have experienced a decline of income during the last 

decades caused by demographic growth, rising food prices, high inflation, progressive 

competition, and diminishing natural resources. These developments have increased the 

economic insecurity among the research participants. Regarding a statistician at the 

Regional Ministry of Education Puno’s citizens are increasingly aware of the need for 

(technological) knowledge in order to have a life of less suffering. To obtain this required 

knowledge educations is needed which has resulted in the growth of school attendance at all 

levels. An increasing number of families now consist of two marital breadwinners to fulfil the 

increased expenditures. It has also caused higher education to become a status symbol in 

Puno for all social classes. When I asked adolescents what they wanted to be, they often 

answered, “I want to be a college graduate”. The kind of career did not seem to be as 

important as obtaining a university degree, and being able to call oneself “profesional”. 

Status and prestige are important aspects of the Puno society as showed chapter two. The 

arguments presented by the research population show that education for their children is an 

important strategic need to augment empowerment opportunities and to improve the socio-

economic position of the family. Education is a top priority for most of the research 

informants and in some cases education even surpasses primary practical needs, such as 

food and clothing.  

 

Conclusion  

In this chapter a selection of those cultural, social and economical aspects, which 

hamper or stimulate the empowerment of my research informants has been discussed. The 

research informants’ primary needs, a working capital to satisfy the constant need for income 

to fulfil practical and strategic needs, respectively food, clothing, electricity and education, 

housing and the struggle against violence. The research participants are aware of their 

problems and what is needed to tackle them their own way. Therefore they intend to 

empower themselves socio-economically, but put the emphasis on their children’s 

empowerment to provide them with technological knowledge. Due to the economic insecurity 

for the informants their focus is primarily on improving the socio-economic situation of the 

family and to a minor extent on fighting gender inequality. Yet, the domestic violence does 

have their attention.  
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3. PROMUJER & CREDIT APPLICATION 

 

After discussing a selection of cultural, social and economic aspects of local life in 

Puno, from which empowerment promoting and hampering aspects were linked with gender 

needs from the research population, chapter three provides information about (micro) credit 

organization Promujer and their clients. Promujer fulfils the main gender need, providing a 

working capital, to many of Puno’s female citizens. Furthermore the credit behaviour of the 

research informants will be discussed.  

This chapter is divided in four paragraphs. After a short introduction on the political 

context regarding gender, which reveals the position of Promujer as a micro financer in the 

local context and shows its legitimacy, a paragraph is dedicated to the mission, objective and 

functioning of this organization. Special attention will be paid to the importance, which 

Promujer gives to the empowerment of their clients. Paragraph three and four contain 

contributions of the research population about credit use and their reasons for choosing to 

obtain a credit. The empowerment aspects of their credit motives will be closely evaluated. 

 

 

3.1  Promujer Puno 

Promujer chose Puno to found their operations in Peru in 1999, after having established 

offices in Bolivia and Nicaragua. Micro credit was not or scarcely accessible to poor women 

and Promujer intended to fill the void by offering credit, and trainings to stimulate women’s 

empowerment and diminish the gender gap. They started their operations after times of little 

or no action on gender inequality, the 1990s brought some commotion to Peru. First the 

Peruvian State subscribed in 1994 the Interamerican Convention “Belém do Pará” 

(Convención Interamericana “Belém do Pará”) in order to prevent, sanction and eradicate 

violence against women26. This affirmation was followed by the foundation of a special 

ministry27 in 1996 for the promotion of the equality of opportunities for women and men. 

Various plans have been designed to achieve more gender equality by fighting domestic 

violence28 but in practice little or no attention is paid by local governments to reduce the gap 

of inequality between men and women and to combat violence. No reference is made in 

public nor in official documents to promote gender equality, social inclusion or equal 

                                                 
26 Source: www.oas.org/cim. 
27 This Ministry is called PROMUDEH, the Ministerio de la Promoción de la Mujer y el Desarrollo Humano 
which in 2002 was renamed as the Ministerio de la Mujer y Desarrollo Social, MIMDES (Ministry of Women 
and Social Development). 
28 National Plan against Violence towards Women 2002-2007 which resulted in the foundation of the CEM, 
Centro Emergencia Mujer (Women Emergency Centre) in 2004. This centre is a free, public, and specialised 
service, which provides an integral and multidisciplinary attention to victims of domestic and sexual violence. It 
also offers legal-, social- and psycological assistance in order to recover from the trauma’s suffered. 
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opportunities29 and little importance is given to the problem of domestic violence. Despite all 

the plans and commissions designed on national level, only two out of all mayors in the Puno 

province are known to actively collaborate with developmental organisations, which focus on 

reducing the gender gap (Norma Cano, CIED). As described thoroughly in paragraph 2.2 

domestic violence is a huge problem in the region30 of which women and children are the 

main victims. Yet, Promujer is not taking any action, while it is well known that violence has a 

dragging effect on the personal empowerment of its victims, which are their clients, as well 

as on gender equality. Promujer refrains from establishing contact or setting up a 

commission with other, more specialized organizations in Puno who work on this matter, 

such as the free state service of CEM, the Women’s Emergency Centre or women 

organisation Manuela Ramos. This is a huge missed chance for the collective empowerment 

of Puno organizations to fight for the respect of women rights and the strategic need for 

gender equality.  

A positive note is that high school pupils in Puno are being taught on the subject 

“Persona, Familia y Relaciones Humanas” (Person, Family and Human Relations), which 

deals with gender issues, such as inequality, domestic violence and sex education. Despite 

this positive note, which intends to arouse the conscience of adolescents in order to change 

the culturally determined gender roles and derived behaviour, a huge void needs to be filled 

concerning social development in Puno in relation to gender equality, human rights or 

empowerment. These are important development aspects for which Peruvian governments 

do not take responsibility. Many organisations have come to Puno in an attempt to fill the 

void, by stimulating women’s empowerment through social development projects, human 

rights or the prevention of domestic violence. Local female organisations, like Clubs de 

Madres (Mother clubs) form an important social female network and are widespread in Puno. 

They were set up as a consequence of the increased pressure on women who nowadays 

often fulfil a double or triple role, as described in paragraph 1.2. They get together in order to 

combine domestic affairs, mainly cooking and looking after children, with moneymaking 

activities, such as handicrafts or the exploitation of popular eating-houses. In the meantime 

they exchange information and knowledge. They have an elected board and call attention to 

the problems they meet with in their communities, from which they derive their practical and 

strategic needs. These are then transformed into propositions, which they present to the 

local authorities. They have important positions in communities and neighbourhoods and 

they provide opportunities for the empowerment of its members. Another important and 

active organisation in Puno is feminist organisation Manuela Ramos. They target poor 

                                                 
29 www.regiopuno.gob.pe 
30 Puno is said to be the department with the highest indicators of violence and domestic violence of Peru. 
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women from a right based approach; the right to live without violence; economical rights; 

political and citizen rights and sexual and reproductive rights.  

One of the other organisations that focus specifically on women is micro financer 

Promujer. Puno seems to be a convenient place to start a micro finance organisation due to 

the low living standard of most families on the one hand, which shows the huge need for 

working capital, and the multiple economic opportunities on the other hand. The living 

contraband market and the tourist sector are accessible to the population due to its cultural 

and natural context and its geographical position next to Bolivia. Moreover there is a void to 

fill in relation to gender equality. Of the approximately fifty thousand females who live in Puno 

city, eight thousand have loans at Promujer. This makes them an important actor on the local 

micro credit market. The next paragraph is dedicated to this non-governmental organisation 

and describes who they are, what they do and for which purposes. Special attention is being 

paid to the efforts they make in relation to the empowerment of their clients.  

 

 

   3.1.1 Organisation 

Promujer is a non-profit international micro-financier that aims to be the micro credit 

leader in Peru and is competitive with other micro credit providers for recruiting new clients.  

Their mission is to provide to Latin America’s poor women the means to build livelihoods for 

themselves, and more prosperous futures for their families by offering micro loans. The 

contribution of Promujer to accomplish this mission consists of offering women access to 

micro credit to open more ways to (more) economic independency, and providing basic 

business and health trainings.  

Promujer considers the empowerment of women as crucial to end poverty and to 

create more just societies. They argue that the best way to fight poverty in Latin America is to 

empower women by giving them access to the resources and the necessary trainings to 

increase their income and to extend their knowledge31. Due to the roles and associations 

related to gender and the interrelated failure of laws designed to stimulate gender equality, 

women often face discrimination and cultural barriers, which deny them equality of 

opportunities and restrict their freedom of movement. Promujer claims to use a bottom-up 

approach to stimulate the empowerment of women to create greater equity in their homes, 

workplaces and communities. Therefore Promujer focuses on poor women who lack the 

education and skills they need to qualify for formal employment or to access formal credit.  

 

 

                                                 
31 Https://promujer.org/ 
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3.1.2 Program & Methodology 

Promujer make use of the high level of organisation among women. Recruiters often 

approach community leaders or chairwomen of Clubs de Madres and use their networks to 

form new credit groups. Because of the strong need for more income and the existence of 

economic possibilities these credit groups often exist of twenty till thirty women (the minimum 

is 15) who are organised in an Asociación Comunal  (AC, Communal Association). Before 

paying the first loans, Promujer gives the AC initial pre-credit training on the rules of 

borrowing and repayment. Each communal association elects a rotating board (Mesa 

Directiva) to run the meetings, which provide women with opportunities to learn leadership 

and social skills. There is no demand for personal requisites, like houses or televisions to its 

clients in order to guarantee the loans. Instead the members of the AC have to form solidarity 

groups of four to eight women who guarantee each other’s loans instead. The woman’s 

“word” is used to acquire these guarantees, which is expressed in their slogan: “Donde tu 

palabra vale!” (“Where your word counts”) that can be seen on the following photograph. 

Working capital loans range from US$30 to $1000 and are at market rate loans with 

an average term of six months. Loans start 

small, US$30 to $100 and those groups 

and individual members who repay on time 

qualify, each loan cycle, for larger loans. In 

recent years Promujer has developed new 

products that give in to some of women’s 

practical and strategic needs, respectively 

housing, health and education for their children. For these purposes new products are being 

designed, such as Crédito de Vivienda (Housing Credit), Mujer Segura (Health Insurance), 

and a crédito educativo (educational loan), in order to relieve pressure on these 

expenditures. Promujer requires that all clients must save twenty per cent of their loan during  

each loan cycle. The next table shows the commission and compulsory savings one has to 

hand over according to the amount of credit. Depending on the “age” of the AC and the 

preference of its members, the payments can occur on a two- or four week basis. The 

Credit Amount 6 Months Term 

13 Payments 6 Payments Without 
Commission 

With Commission 

Total 
Compulsory 
Savings 14 Days 28 Days 

100 102.56 20.51 10.70 23.10 
200 205.13 41.03 21.40 46.20 
500 512.82 102.56 53.40 115.60 
800 820.51 164.10 85.40 184.90 
1000 1025.64 205.13 106.80 231.10 
2000 2051.28 410.26 213.50 462.30 
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compulsory savings have a double function. First of all it works as a back up for Promujer in 

case of insufficient payments, emergencies, illness or natural disaster. Secondly, it could 

help the client to slowly build up a capital, which in the end could be used for economical 

independence. If a woman cannot meet her payment, members of her solidarity group will 

have to make the payment on her behalf. If the group fails to fulfil this obligation, Promujer 

claims fines and will use the savings to pay the debt of the AC. Promujer’s policy determines 

that a client is able to withdraw eight per cent of her savings after each loan cycle. If she 

wants to continue taking credit, she has to leave twenty per cent to be able to continue. 

When she leaves Promujer, she can withdraw all her savings, but if she would decide to take 

credit again, she has to start all over. That means in the first borrowing cycle with its 

corresponding low credits. 

The AC’s in Puno city meet at the regional offices of Promujer. During these meetings 

they are responsible for the repayment of their own and their group member’s loans. They 

are able to exchange business knowledge and skills. The solidarity group leaders and the 

members of the presidential boards have specific tasks and responsibilities and are able to 

learn some corresponding skills. All group members have the opportunity to learn new skills. 

They make deposits into their savings account and sometimes receive training sessions in 

business development or health practices. The business training is directed at teaching 

women how to analyse and develop their businesses, how to improve their competitive 

position, reduce costs and expand profits. Health education focuses on preventing common 

illnesses and intends to raise women’s awareness on the importance of primary health care. 

Other topics include women’s rights and how to fight domestic violence. Whereas in the early 

days of Promujer Puno these trainings were on a regular basis, nowadays there are very few 

trainings given to their clients. Some years ago Promujer decided to reduce health and social 

workers. The reason for this policy measure is explained by Marlene, a Promujer employee 

of the national head office and responsible for product development.  

 

A couple of years ago we had one health or social worker in each of the six 

Promujer offices in Puno. But half of the time they didn’t have anything to do. At 

the same time we put the emphasis on growth of the client population as well 

as the financial portfolio. Therefore we reduced our health staff in Puno city to 

two (on a client population of eight thousand). Now we acknowledge that we 

have failed in our duty towards our clients to provide them with other necessary 

health, social skills and knowledge for their empowerment.  
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As a consequence of this change in policy most women who have become a Promujer client 

in recent years, have never or seldom received any kind of training on gender issues or 

health themes, such as rights, violence or health issues.  

 

 

3.1.3 Promujer & Empowerment 

Promujer considers the empowerment of women as crucial to end poverty and to create 

more just societies. They argue that the best way to fight poverty in Latin America is to 

empower women by giving them access to the resources and the necessary trainings to 

increase their income and to extend their knowledge32. Promujer emanates that the 

increased economic power of women leads to more power in other dimensions of their lives 

and contributes to more gender equality in the lives of their clients. They argue that by 

empowering a poor woman economically, her income will benefit her family directly, which 

would be likely to reduce poverty. By contributing to the household expenditures she would 

obtain more power within her family than she had before. Consequently, Promujer believes 

that this new power balance would lead to more equal gender relations between husband 

and wife.  

Promujer claims to provide her clients with several opportunities for their 

empowerment process. First of all Promujer gives women the opportunity to establish and 

expand their businesses by providing them with a growing working capital and business 

trainings, and thus the opportunity to obtain (more) economic power. The primary practical 

need of all research participants is herewith fulfilled, although for many women the amount to 

borrow is too small to realize their business plan. Secondly, by organising women in 

Communal Associations Promujer provides a platform where the group members can 

exchange information, give and receive recommendations, solutions and advice, learn skills 

and practice leadership roles. This method fits the GAD approach, because as members of 

the elective board or as solidarity group leaders, women are enabled to gain experience in 

group-leadership, problem-solving- and communication skills. Therefore they are able to 

empower themselves on a personal and interpersonal level. High levels of empowerment are 

necessary to fight gender inequality in the public domain and therefore address a strategic 

need. In cases of payment or economic troubles a member of the elective board or a 

solidarity group leader stands up and talks to her colleagues in a way, and with the words 

she thinks are adequate to create more solidarity and support. She can approach her group 

members individually or in a group. This way the client is enabled to obtain interpersonal 

power to influence group processes and her fellow credit associates individually. 

                                                 
32 Https://promujer.org/ 
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Furthermore, during AC-meetings the credit promoter of Promujer is coordinating the 

payment. The promoter is continuously pointing out the personal and common responsibility 

to the members of the AC, which is especially focused on the payment obligations. Although 

this inclines to be to primary interest of the financial results of Promujer, it also contributes to 

the financial and moral skills of the credit users. They are forced to handle their money with 

care and responsibility for their own and the group’s sake. This kind of interpersonal power is 

also employed by collaborating with other women to undertake collective action in cases of 

default of one of the group members. An example of this teamwork is the next event: 

 

During one of the first payment meetings Norma did not show up nor did she 

sent anyone to make her payment on her behalf. Some group members went 

to look for her at home, but she wasn’t there. Neighbours told them that Norma 

took off for Lima to work. The group discovered her address, and three of them 

went on a 19-hour bus ride to the Peruvian capital. They found her, got the 

money and solved, what could have meant the end of the Communal 

Association, their own way.  

 

 

The credit gives a poor woman the opportunity to expand or start a business through which 

she could acquire skills and gain experiences. By successfully borrowing and repaying her 

loan while saving, she could gain more confidence in herself and she receives respect and 

confirmation from her group, which positively influences her self-esteem.  

Moreover, Promujer sometimes give trainings on health and social issues which 

provide women with knowledge to prevent illness and high health expenditures. Trainings on 

social issues can make people aware of their value and rights and get more insight in 

causes, consequences and possible solutions to social problems, like violence, abuse, 

discrimination, violation of rights and gender inequality in general. It could give women and 

men another perspective on what is generally expected from them, based on their gender, its 

associations and cultural stereotypes. This awareness could lead to more gender equality. 

Yet in recent years Promujer has not deployed any activity on the huge problem of domestic 

violence. As set out in chapter two domestic violence pulls a constructive hampering strain 

on an individual’s empowerment. It is a missed chance, given the fact that one out of seven 

Puno females is Promujer client.  

Except for the domestic violence in their lives strategic gender interests do not seem 

to have much priority for the informants, as long as they have to worry about how to pay the 

household’s expenditures, as an informant mentioned in paragraph 2.3.2; “They talk about 
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our rights to health, to mental well-being. But how can we have this if we are worried about 

sending our children to school without lunch, books or other utilities? 

 

Thus, Promujer provides poor women with a working capital, and by doing so they 

meet with women’s primary practical need by giving them the opportunity to make their 

income grow. The next paragraph describes and discusses the informant's motivations for 

obtaining a (micro) credit at Promujer.  

 

 

3.2  Credit Motives 

The main credit motive, a working capital to provide (more) income, coincides with the 

second Mayoux model (2001), discussed in chapter one, in which micro credit is mainly 

focused on the reduction of poverty. Promujer also acknowledges this objective. She argues 

that by giving credit to a woman her family benefits directly which would have a poverty 

reductive effect. All research informants confirmed that they needed the loan to start or 

expand a business, because the husband’s wage was not sufficient (anymore) to satisfy the 

family’s needs of food, clothing, housing, health and education. No women I have spoken to 

had another principal argument to start to work for own independence, to develop personal 

skills or to get away from home. They primarily aim for an income growth to fulfil the 

increasing expenditures on food and education. By providing education for both girls and 

boys, they keep hopes up for a better, more secure future. Moreover, the informants argue 

that by having two incomes the economic insecurity can be limited by spreading the 

economic risk.  

In spite of the huge formal unemployment indicators among professionals in Peru, 

many parents believe strongly in the importance of professional education (university) for 

their children. They see it as the only way out of poverty, and often express their hope as in 

the next interview quote:  

 

“… So they will not suffer as we have suffered and are still suffering”. And they 

will have a better future and do not make the same mistakes as we have 

made”. 

 

Parents see their role as an important provider of those resources, which are necessary to 

prepare their children. They leave the education for the next generation and, by hard work 

and self-negligence, they enable their children to study. Whereas their own parents raised 

them with a clear gender difference regarding the access to higher, superior or professional 

education, they themselves do not make any difference anymore between their sons and 
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daughters. This new situation shows that Puno society is changing and male domination in 

the educational field is diminishing. Different causes are mentioned for this phenomenon. 

First of all there has been an accelerated growth of the population of Puno during the last 

decades, which has caused scarcity of land which has made the traditional agricultural 

lifestyle unsustainable. The resulting migration has showed people the benefits of knowledge 

and technological skills to obtain better jobs and this awareness was brought back to the 

countryside. Secondly Peru is a highly hierarchical society in which being a professional, 

having a university degree (licenciado), is considered to be very important as shows the fact 

that many people with a university degree are being addressed in public as licenciado/a or 

doctor.  Furthermore some people are being fired with the excuse of not being a licenciado, 

despite their ample experience and knowledge at a certain job. The importance and 

maintenance of social networks seem to remain their strength. 

Apart from making the family’s income grow for their survival and to educate the 

children, a third female motive for the investment of credit is to achieve material things, such 

as a house of one’s own. Especially in cases where the husband does not work, or does not 

want to collaborate to sustain the family and in cases of severe domestic violence, this 

motive is mentioned by women. Micro credit has proven to be indispensable to achieve 

housing, and is used for home construction or improvements. As Sylvia and Veronica 

expressed: 

 

“If it were not for the access to credit I would have never been able to construct my 

own house. There is always something to buy or someone in need of something. 

So the money in my hand always disappears. When I receive the credit I start to 

buy bricks, cement and iron sheets and start constructing in my spare time or on 

quiet market days. It was hard to fulfil the payments every two weeks but I have 

managed so far and now I have my own house!” 

 

 

Apart from people’s motives for owning a house, which were discussed in the former 

paragraph, it seems that many women are aware that having a house on their name gives 

them a better negotiating position in relation with their husband in cases of extreme violence. 

This way a credit which would be invested in housing, fulfils a strategic need of informants 

who want to live a life without or with less violence. 

For women whose economic activities provide them with more than just an income, 

such as skills, knowledge and satisfying social contacts, other secondary motives to use 

credit start to predominate. They become intrinsically motivated to continue working 

independently of their economic needs. This category of women is susceptible to knowledge 
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and new experiences. They receive positive confirmation by their social environment for their 

prowess by the results of their work, their material acquisitions. This positively influences 

their self-esteem and makes their self-confidence grow. They become more self-efficacious 

and look for positive changes in the lives of themselves and their children. 

Although economically unnecessary, some women have other arguments which are 

not decisive for the decision to obtain a credit, but do lead to a client’s continuation at an  AC. 

First of all the social aspect of being active in the AC is an important factor. Many women 

mention the importance of being away from home, away from their problems, children or 

husband who constantly need attention and care and where problems always seem to be 

present. The two-or four weekly payment reunions provide opportunities to stay in contact 

with each other. Many women are able to relax, share their worries, joke around and forget 

their problems for a while. As long as there are no payment problems they talk, laugh, eat 

and drink together with their group members. They exchange knowledge; mutually advice 

each other and there is often a feeling of solidarity. This solidarity feeling also has a “dark” 

side to it. When women want to leave their AC at Promujer, for instance to avoid the tension 

of payment obligation, to save valuable time or for not wanting to pay the credit interest and 

commission, their group members often do whatever is necessary to keep them in the group. 

Under sometimes strong pressure of this social network many women stay active at 

Promujer, while not really wanting or needing it. A reason to choose for Promujer as a credit 

provider, according to the majority of my research population, are the compulsory savings. 

As Natividad (age 52) reveals: 

 

“The compulsory savings demanded by Promujer are positive for me. This way 

I can save money, which I can withdraw whenever there’s urgency. I cannot 

save on my own. When I have money in my hand I will spend it because there 

is always some need to fulfil”. 

 

Compulsory savings are sometimes used to make future plans or to withdraw from Promujer 

and work with their own saved capital. Most clients though, like to keep their savings in case 

of emergencies or for their children’s future education. For many research participants the 

compulsory savings are one of the main reasons to get their credit from Promujer instead of 

one of the competing credit providers. 

Unfortunately many women have created a desperate situation by taking a credit, 

which, through (un)expected circumstances, they were not able to repay. To “solve” this 

problem they took a credit at another bank. According to estimations of some of the credit 

promoters of Promujer, approximately forty percent of their eight thousand clients have fallen 

into this “debt trap” and have serious difficulties fulfilling their payments. They are sometimes 
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involved with over five micro credit providers in an attempt to keep their head above the 

water. Most of the women of my research population also have credit at different banks of 

which some revealed to be “victims” of the debt trap. This phenomenon seems to be a 

negative consequence of the harsh competition on the Puno credit market. The different 

credit players are constantly making publicity on the radio and spreading their message on 

billboards, at markets and by using drive-about-cars with loudspeakers on the roof. Credit 

client recruiters are going door to door and stand to stand, to convince people to take a 

credit or another one. This constant obtrusion, combined with a lack of attention and 

counselling on behalf of those credit institutions who claim to have other than just financial 

motives for their service, have caused this number of affected women and families to be so 

high. Instead of reducing poverty by offering a working capital, which coincides with the 

second credit policy model of Mayoux in chapter 1, most credit organisations have put the 

emphasis mainly on improving their financial sustainability at all costs, which is Mayoux´s 

first policy model.  

 

 

3.3 Credit Use 

As mentioned in the previous paragraph (micro) credits are needed by all the 

interviewees as a working capital to increase income. Their business experiences provides 

them with knowledge, skills and contacts, which are important for their empowerment and 

independence. This paragraph discusses the ways the research informants use their 

credit(s). Their use show their level of agency on an economic level.  

The research informants buy products for resale, improve the product quality, as well 

as to diversify their merchandise, in order to increase income. They invest in new primary 

products, such as wool (for handicrafts), wheat (for bread) or meat and vegetables to prepare 

meals to sell. They buy material to build fish cages for trout aquaculture in the Titicaca lake, 

now that the native fish species, such as Pejerrey and Karachi, are slowly disappearing due 

to over fishing. They buy fishing nets and reinforced food for faster trout production and 

continuously try to improve their competitiveness to consolidate or increase their income. In 

the vicinity of schools and universities women invest in photocopy machines, computers and 

school utilities and in tourist area’s some women let rooms in hostels, and offer other tourist 

services. Several participants have pigs to fatten up and sell. Other participants have proven 

to be very ambitious and buy taxi’s, motorcycle taxi’s or big amounts of cattle for resale. As 

Petronela explains: 

 

“I have always worked, but since my husband left us 17 years ago I was the 

only one to maintain the family. I started to buy cheese from farmers of my 
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village and surrounding communities, which I sold at the market in Puno, and I 

sold my homemade cow stir. With the profit made with this business I could live 

and feed my family. The credit of Promujer allowed me to buy more cheese and 

make more profit. After some time I started to buy sheep, alpaca's, calves and 

cows from the same farmers, which I sold every Saturday morning at the cattle 

market in Ácora. A couple of months ago I went with my two sons to Tacna to 

buy a new car. As soon as we get the plates and license my oldest son will use 

it as a taxi and pays his part of the loan I took to buy it. I keep on buying and 

reselling cattle, cow stir and cheese. The other day I went all the way to 

Arequipa to sell hundreds of cheeses, because they pay a better price than 

they do in Puno where there is too much competition nowadays”. 

 

 

With credit from Promujer, and despite her illiteracy, Petronela was able to increase her 

economic production, to look for new markets and spread economic risk by investing in other 

sectors. The practical need of Petronela to make her income grow and to create a job 

opportunity for her son has been fulfilled. She says, and confirms this by her facial 

expression, that the financial success makes her feel proud and gives her respect and 

prestige among her colleagues of the AC.  

The economic activities of most people in Peru, as well as most of the micro credit 

users of Promujer, form part of the informal economy which means that no taxes are paid 

over one’s income. People do pay the school or municipality for a license, which they need to 

sell their product at the open-air market or at a certain street corner. They are often tolerated, 

but there is very little control on these activities and products, except for the buying and 

selling of Bolivian fuel and tourist handicrafts, which is street trading and illegal. The fiscalía, 

(tax department) sometimes confiscates fuel or artesanía (handicrafts), which mean serious 

threats to families who depend on these businesses for their income. Confiscation of fuel or 

goods means more debts and a serious decrease of (economic) opportunities for Puno´s 

micro credit clients who in their majority are involved in informal or contraband activities. 

At certain moments during the year some micro entrepreneurs can profit from the 

crédito estacional (seasonal credit). For example during Holy Week, the start of the school 

season or for Mother’s Day, there is more commercial activity, which brings along economic 

opportunities. Women invest in whatever can be sold these days to increase income. Some 

micro credit users seem to be very creative commercially. They change whenever they think 

it is necessary in order to stabilise their income or improve it and search for new markets to 

sell their products. Product diversification and production expansion are other motives for 

which they have turned to Promujer or other credit organisation(s), as well as starting an own 
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business and being “independent”. As Fernanda33, a mother of a family with two children 

reveals: 

 

“To collect an amount of money, like 20.000 to 30.000 soles ($6,300 to 

$11,000) by own means would have taken us at least five to ten years. In the 

beginning I was scared because of the huge risk and our families were against 

credit, but my husband convinced me that with more investment the profit 

would also be higher. To make this possible we started to have credits at 

Promujer and later on at two other banks. We slowly expanded the production 

of trout and our income grew more than proportional. Now I am not worried 

anymore because we manage to pay back the loans. Moreover we have found 

new markets in Juliaca and Cusco, where the people love to eat trout”. 

 

 

Furthermore, some women invest their (micro) credit in bricks and concrete to build a house. 

Every time they get their deposit they buy new construction material and start to construct 

right away. With their normal economic activities they fulfil their two-weekly or monthly 

payments. Housing prices in Puno city are rising steadily so housing is also seen as a solid 

investment. With the new developed credit product for home improvement, Promujer meets 

with another practical need of many women. Moreover credit is also used to buy material 

things, especially televisions and mobile phones. Lastly bills at health centres, doctors and 

hospitals can be paid, as well as home improvements. Televisions, music equipment and 15-

year-old-birthday parties are also mentioned as being financed with (micro) credit. 

 

Conclusion 

Promujer as a microfinancer seems to adapt to their clients’ socio economic motives 

to obtain a credit. Promujer started by providing credit for the expansion of businesses so 

women could augment their income and sometimes provide employment for their family 

members. In recent years they have also started to design credits or programs for some of 

their clients’ other needs, such as the credit for home improvement, health insurance and, 

last but not least, education. By doing this Promujer meets many of the research informants’ 

practical needs, and simultaneously she improves her competitiveness with other credit 

providers. A negative consequence of their renewed policy is that pressure increases on the 

credit promoters who have to attend two or sometimes three groups at the same time, the 

quality of their service deteriorates and business and social trainings are skipped. This way 

she removes part of the offered opportunities for their clients’ empowerment. 

                                                 
33 Fernanda is 33 years, married with two children and president of her AC 
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4. FEMALE ECONOMIC POWER & GENDER RELATIONS 

WITHIN THE HOUSEHOLD 

 

 

The fourth and final chapter of this thesis aims to answer the question if the increased female 

economic power, in relation to her male counterpart, has led to changes in gender relations 

within the household. Yet, before this question can be answered it is important to discuss if 

the use of (micro) credit has reduced poverty. Therefore the first paragraph will deal with this 

subject and the relation between the use of credit and poverty reduction, in accordance with 

the second policy model of Mayoux (2003). The ways in which the increased economic 

power of women has affected the existing gender relations will come to the fore in paragraph 

4.2. This paragraph is divided in seven subparagraphs which correspond with a number of 

empowerment indicators, successively household decision making; financial household 

administration; family planning; labour division; education; housing; freedom of movement in 

the public domain and domestic violence.  

 

 

4.1 Micro Credit’s Relation to Poverty 

  Thanks to the credit provided by these organisations, according to all informants, they 

are in a better socio-economic position than their parents were when they were young. The 

family’s preoccupations during their childhood were directly related to food provision for the 

family’s survival. Most of the research informants are able to fulfil their practical needs, but 

are now mostly worried about expenditures which do not have a direct link with physical 

surviving, such as those for education. All interviewees said that the extent of their economic 

progress would not have been able without the work capital provided by micro financers. As 

reveals the story of Javier34 

 

“When I married my wife I was still studying to become a music professor. We 

had one fish net, which I set out in the late afternoon. I took it in very early in 

the morning after which I went to college and studied all day. I remember that 

in those days I could only buy the menu’s they sell for 1 Sol35. In the meantime 

my wife sold the fish at the market stand. I remember that my wife was always 

very angry with me then. She was working very hard and was very skinny that 

time (look at her now! (laughing). She even went out in the lake by boat to cut 

reed to make the mattresses, while being pregnant with our second daughter. 

                                                 
34 Javier is 32, married with two children and trout producer) 
35 One Sol is equivalent to $0,30. An average menu at the market hall costs three sol. 
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Family members and neighbours were criticizing me that I continued studying, 

while I let my wife “kill” herself at the lake. Then I gave in, I quit studying and 

dedicated all my time to work. Our income immediately started to grow. Then 

my wife told me that she had taken a credit at Promujer with other people from 

the community. I agreed. We invested the credit by buying another net and 

caught more fish, which gave us more income. Then I decided to take another, 

much bigger credit at another bank. We bought material to build a trout cage, 

then fortified food so the fish is fattening up faster. Now we have five trout 

cages and we are selling at two other markets. We are able to pay back the 

credits and have money left for other expenditures. We have food, clothes, our 

own house and are saving up for our daughters’ education. I think maybe in 

one year our finances will enable me to go back to university to finish my 

career and become a music teacher”.  

 

 

Javier’s contribution reveals that if one knows how to invest and administrate money one can 

make income grow faster than what would have been possible without the credit. The story 

also discloses that there was a lot of tension at home when they were still living in very 

scarce conditions, which his wife, Fernanda, confirmed in an interview I had with her at 

another moment. Like Javier all research participants made a direct link between household 

poverty and tension/violence at home, which remains strong in many Puno families.  

Despite the alarming phenomenon of the earlier discussed debt trap, the economic 

situation of most informants has been positive for many years and most of them are still able 

to pay back their loans, though sometimes they have to add their reserves or cut budget on 

other expenditures to complete their payments. Nevertheless they have been able to improve 

their socio-economic situation and position and many have accomplished important needs, 

such as their children’s college degree or the construction or expansion of their own house. 

The next paragraph discusses how the improved economic situation of the female 

interviewees has affected the power relations between them and their male counterparts. 

 

 

4.2 Balancing Gender Relations 

  The empowerment concept has offered an important and useful framework for this 

thesis. As discussed in the previous paragraph micro credit has contributed to the reduction 

of poverty. The women who have participated in this research have been able to enhance 

assets through which they have been able to make some strategic life choices, such as 

investing in their children’s education or the construction of a house. They have become 

more active agents in their lives and the lives of their children. This paragraph discusses 
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some empowerment indicators in order to see to what extent the relation between them and 

their husbands has changed. Several empowerment indicators are therefore selected. First 

of all the decision making around micro credit is presented, as well as the way the finances 

are administrated and divided within the household. Other indicators, of which some have 

been explained in demographic chapter two, will be analysed from an empowerment 

perspective. These indicators are respectively family planning, household labour division, 

education and housing. The last selected indicator is the freedom of movement, which from a 

western perspective is a crucial indicator of empowerment. Furthermore violence deserves 

special attention due to the different reactions men have demonstrated upon the increased 

economic power of their counterparts. 

 

 

4.2.1 Decision Making around Micro Credit 

The fact that most micro credit clients already had some kind of business, experience 

and know-how before entering the credit program, gives them a strong(er) position in relation 

to their husband. Furthermore the threshold for a Promujer credit is relatively low because no 

requisites, such as a house or television, are asked. This might also have contributed to their 

husband’s approval to obtain a credit as well as the “female virtue” of being a responsible 

financial administrator. Regarding the first credit, the idea to obtain a credit is usually from 

the one in whose business the money would be invested. If it is the woman’s business she 

consults her husband in advance when she is quite sure that he will agree. The husband has 

a lot of voice in the credit decision. When she doubts his judgment she usually tells him after 

her decision and after her formal commitment to the credit and the credit group. Two 

research informants did not tell their husband that they obtained a credit, because they would 

expect him to become so angry and indignant that he would throw them out of the house. 

The women of these last scenario’s show that  they apply their agency in their economic life, 

and do not take a subordinate position in relation to their husband, notwithstanding the 

possible negative or violent consequences. The gendered power balance regarding decision 

making changes when the first loan has been successfully paid off. From that moment on the 

decision is entirely of the person in whose business the credits will be invested. She tends to 

continue discussing the amount of credit with her husband, but seems to feel less 

dependent. In case the economic activity concerns a family business in which the female 

micro credit client is actively participating, like the trout example earlier, there is usually an 

agreement between the male and female.  

Sometimes a third party is involved in the decision making around credit. As 

described in the second chapter the social network and the rules of reciprocity are strongly 

embedded in Puno culture. Some research participants told me that they were not really 
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interested in obtaining a credit, but they tacked about because of peer’s pressure. In these 

cases women take advantage of, suffer or profit of the phenomenon of reciprocity, as 

described in paragraph 2.1. This phenomenon has a double effect. On the one hand people 

are forced to join in, compromise and indebt themselves, which is considered to be ethically 

wrong. Moreover this could be considered as a negative indication for one’s empowerment 

because one can not find the agency to stand up against peer’s pressure for her own or 

family wellbeing. On the other hand conformist36 and insecure women, get a social push to 

invest small credits (without too much risk), which could make their income grow slowly and 

might give them more confidence and elevate their self-esteem. They have become more 

empowered due to an opportunity that has been forced upon them. This is a contradiction, 

because their agency is overruled, yet in the end they have obtained important skills and 

experiences. This kind of empowerment could be compared to the law of compulsory 

education.  

 
 
  4.2.2 Financial Household Administration 

  The informants’ contributions show that no general tendency can be derived from the 

way the household’s finances are organised, now that micro credit has left its traces, 

compared to “the old days”. Neither has it become clear if the earlier generations organised 

their finances in a different way. In those days there was still a lot of trueque37, barter-trade, 

which make comparisons between generations difficult. Nowadays the ways in which the 

household’s finances are organised seem to depend more on trust, respect and personal 

characteristics of both woman and man. Traditionally a Puno man is supposed to give his 

wage to his wife so she can administrate the family’s economy. But as already extensively 

explained in this thesis, the economical situation changed and nowadays both men and 

women have paid activities. Several situations have been described to me during interviews. 

In those families where severe domestic violence occurs for different reasons, a woman is 

often left to take care of the family financially, and does not receive any money from her 

husband. Some of these violent families are characterised by a husband who has difficulties 

coping with a situation, in which his wife makes more money than he does, as discussed in 

paragraph 2.2. Some men did not support their families, but spent their wage on alcohol or 

other personal products, and came home for dinner and night rest. In some of these cases 

the woman gave money to her husband, and this way she took the former husband’s role 

over while not handing over any of her responsibilities or domestic tasks. Other participants’ 

contributions revealed that their husband gave them his whole wage, and when these men 

                                                 
36 Conformism would be a typical cultural aspect of both Quechua and Aymara Indians, regarding various 
research informants. 
37 Trueque is a word which is used in Peru for barter trade. 
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needed something, they would ask their wife for it. Lastly there have been a few cases where 

both husband and wife put their money on the table, counted the family’s expenditures and 

divided what was left. These couples were characterised by having two or three children, and 

a common objective for the education of their children and violence was absent. They tended 

to tell each other what they have bought without the need to ask for each other’s approval. 

One could conclude that this last group of women and men has the agency to make 

independent decisions regarding the financial household administration, and demonstrate to 

have achieved a high level of gender equality on the subject. 

 

 

  4.2.3 Family Planning 

  When asked to compare “old en new times” regarding family planning, almost all 

research participants said that before family planning was taboo, it was not a subject about 

which one could talk with their husbands, “children just came” was often said. Men strictly 

controlled reproduction and sexuality, a phenomenon which is an expression of a macho 

culture, in which male primacy and a belief in men’s rights to control women are important 

features38. Yet the “natural” power men derive for being the household’s breadwinner is 

crumbling off now that their wife puts in a considerable share. The time that the more 

children the more manly one was considered in the eyes of peers seems to belong to a 

definite past, especially in urban area’s. This phenomenon could be explained by various 

developments. 

First of all intensive campaigns about family planning, both through state programs, 

health centres, Promujer and other (non) governmental organisations have caused more 

conscience about this subject among the population. Furthermore many parents (both men 

and women) have become aware of the need to have few children so education expenditures 

will stay affordable. Being a primary strategic need of many Puno families, higher education 

would not have been possible for most children without their mother’s wage. As discussed in 

chapter two the family income has grown considerably due to the work capital provided by 

Promujer. The increased income made education within reach for the poorer families, and 

acts as an important motivation to keep the family small which has been set out in paragraph 

2.1.1. It seems that the status acquired by providing higher education for one’s children has 

taken over the prestige of one’s manliness for having many children. 

                                                 
38 See paragraph 1.1.1 
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4.2.4 Labour Division 

Although economically active themselves, many women informants argue that their 

husband should be the family’s main financial provider. Yet, after some time, and by 

exercising their own profession independent of their husband, some women have started to 

identify themselves with their profession. This seems to be especially the case when they are 

producing something themselves, such as handicrafts, which seem to be part of who they 

are. They start to be proud of their achievements, and appear to have found other important 

motives to continue to work and use their credit no matter what. The next interview with 

Emiliana39 demonstrates this development; 

 

I: How do you think that husband and wife should live together? Who should be 

doing what? 

E: I think a husband should sustain his family financially and the woman should 

be at home, cooking, taking care of the children and cleaning. That’s how it 

should be. 

I: And if you imagine your husband to have a steady job which provides enough 

income to maintain the family, would you stop your work here at the market and 

dedicate yourself again to domestic affairs?”  

E: No, I need to work because my money can always be used for something 

useful, and besides, you never know what might happen. There is a lot of 

insecurity. My husband might loose his job, leave me, or he could die, and then 

what? 

I: And if your husband would forbid you to work arguing that there’s no need for 

you to work because of his income?  

E: … (Silence). I would keep on working. He has to understand that. I like to 

work here. I have borrowed money to buy this stand (about which he is 

ignorant), and I want to get out of the house to talk and have fun with my 

comadres here. Ever since I was little my grandmother taught me to knit and 

weave and I am really good at it. I do not want to give this up. 

 

 

Emiliana’s answer to the first question fulfils the expectation that fits her gender role. But 

then she started to contemplate her new reality and the advantages it has provided her, after 

which she drew the conclusion that she is not willing to give up her new, acquired position.                                                                          

She has been able to break through her culturally defined framework and apply her agency 

for her own and her family’s benefit, as she already did years ago by not telling her husband 

                                                 
39 I = Interviewer. E = Emiliana. She is married and 55 years old, has a rural background and makes, buys and 
sells handicrafts. With a micro credit she bought a stand at the Artesania market. Her husband was a tricyclist, 
but is now dedicated to the Artesania business of his wife. He spins wool at home and knits.  
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that she took a credit. Emiliana gave the impression to feel uneasy about having to admit that 

she wanted to keep her new non-traditional economic position, and start to look for culturally 

legitimate “excuses”. Most women seemed to have difficulties letting go of the traditional 

gender roles with its corresponding behavioural expectations as set out in chapter 1. 

In interviews concerning the household’s labour division came to the fore that every 

family member has its tasks. Through participant observation, though, much of this help 

seems to be unorganized, not demanded and mostly voluntary. The next anecdote describes 

an ordinary day of the family where I lived during the research;  

 

To Fransisca’s40 relief her husband lives at another house to look after this 

property and to take care of 7 newborn pigs. She has always been the main 

financial provider of the family but now her health is deteriorating. Despite her 

delicate health she is often away all day to sell gasoline or establish contacts 

with bus drivers heading for Bolivia. Her youngest daughter (13) helps her after 

school with the gasoline business and her oldest daughter (21) usually makes 

dinner at night. The nineteen-year-old son does not work, neither looks for it, 

nor is he studying. He watches television most of the day and is supposed to 

wash the blankets and sweep the floor.  

No member of her family, although without compromises at home all day, is 

prepared to harvest potatoes in the father’s native village. In order not to waste 

the potato harvest Fransisca, the only financial provider, does the (heavy) job 

herself and brings back two full fifteen-kilo bags. When Fransisca comes home, 

she is usually so tired that she can only lie down. Most of the time nothing is 

done at home and the chicken bones of last night’s meal remain untouched on 

the floor. The only thing she says and might repeat one time is that she 

complains about no one doing anything in the house, and no one takes care of 

her. Though, she does not give any reprisals, such as physical violence, 

deprivation of TV-control, or withholding a part of the college budget. 

 

 

Like Fransisca, other women revealed that their families exploit them, although they 

do not appear to see possibilities nor have been able to find the agency to change this 

situation. They are mainly complaining about the lack of family support, and relate it to their 

heavy workload. On the household level there have been some changes due to most women 

working outside the house. In general most domestic tasks are still for women, which 

confirms the theory of the double or triple journey of many Latin American women. The 

interviewed women express that their children and husband “help” them fulfilling the 

                                                 
40 Fransisca is a 58-year-old-mother of eight children of which three (age 13, 19 and 21) still live at home. 
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domestic obligations belonging to her on a gendered base. She will be responsible although 

her family members are the ones who actually do the job. This shows a contradiction, in 

which the one who does a certain task is not the one who is held responsible by the social 

environment. In short, although the activities and tasks have switched from one person to 

another, the gender based expectations that people have internalised towards each other 

through their culture remain generally the same. As discussed in the first chapter washing 

clothes is one of the domestic tasks, and therefore generally considered to be a (private) 

female task. Striking is that washing clothes in Puno is one of the tasks, which is most 

equally divided between genders. Men often wash their own clothes41 and start as soon as 

they are considered to be old enough by their parents, although for boys this is somewhat 

later than for girls. The rise of micro credit and consequently the grown female economic 

participation outside the house has increased the gender equality on this subject. A task 

which is considered to be strictly female, and for which no attempts are undertaken to 

change this female hegemony, is food provision. Apart from very few exceptions, the female 

family members buy food at the market, prepare it and do the dishes. There are many men 

who do not want to go to the market, because they see the selling and buying of products as 

a female activity. Some boys refuse to buy food at the market by saying that they are not 

girls. My daily observations of market visitors and sales personnel have demonstrated me 

that about ninety per cent of both groups is female. This female hegemony expresses a 

persistent cultural gendered labour division. Men generally come to markets to have 

breakfast or lunch as well as having mixed fruit juices. The improved access of micro credit 

does not seem to have changed anything in relation to this labour division. Various motives 

could be found here for. As set out in paragraph 3.3 most clients of Promujer invest their 

credit in merchandise to sell inside or right outside the market, as ambulant sellers. This 

sector is not only traditionally female, but also easily accessible for people with access to 

micro credit. Most of the informal merchants remain in the same gendered sector without 

opportunities to enter the formal business sector. Therefore micro credit consolidates the 

gendered division of informal female labour. 

 

 

4.2.5 Education 

As discussed earlier, education is the primary strategic need (Moghadam & Senftova, 

2005) of the research informants and Promujer meets this need by offering special education 

credits. Therefore there have been significant changes in relation to gender equality at the 

                                                 
41 Fathers often wash their own clothes as well, especially when they are unemployed and their wife is working, 
although I do not know to what extent.  
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educational level when comparing generations. The perspective and decisions of most Puno 

citizens regarding education were very much based on a gendered division of labour and 

responsibilities. Moreover there were no schools in rural area’s where girls could have 

access to until the 1980s, which clearly expresses the then institutionalized view on gender 

roles and the derived gender discrimination regarding education in the Peruvian highlands. 

The informants’ parents demonstrated the preference for their sons to study, because they 

were supposed to maintain their families, whereas daughters were supposed to help and 

learn all domestic tasks and responsibilities. Paragraph 2.4 already discussed the reasons 

for the increased interest of parents for their children’s education, but what has caused them 

not to make any gender difference regarding education anymore? Various reasons could 

found their new gender perspective on education. Now that in most families both parents 

have paid work outside the house, and the female share of the total household income has 

grown, a path seem to be paved for a wide acceptance of (poor) women to have a career. 

Furthermore (middle-class) women are ever more visible on the streets, in public transport 

and the media as women who work in formal sectors, such as education, politics, police, 

health and social organisations such as NGO’s. This way the elderly people observe that 

formal careers for women are now more possible than ever. Furthermore their daughters 

may identify with them, considering them to be an example to follow, although this last 

phenomenon is more a consequence of the feminist struggle against female exclusion at 

society’s social arena’s during the Fujimori regime42. Moreover the generally assigned 

“female virtue” of being (more) responsible in combination with women’s everlasting doubts 

about men’s reliability regarding the household’s maintenance is another reason for this 

closing gender gap43. Lastly the struggle by women organizations and NGO's to reduce the 

gender gap in some of society’s central arena’s44 has contributed to a shift in the traditional 

way of thinking regarding education of the female gender role in Puno.  

The need to give education to the children, regardless their gender, does not seem to 

come primarily out of a struggle for gender equality. It seems more a result of a rational 

analysis of the changed economic context and the conviction that the traditional gendered 

labour division in relation to paid work is not a realistic option anymore. At least in urban 

areas this understanding is widespread and during my fieldwork period in Puno I have not 

heard any answer or comment of men or women that indicated the preference for one 
                                                 
42 See footnote 50. 
43 which has also led to a decline of the educational gender gap when attendants are younger than 35 
44 As one of its consequences the electoral quota’s were introduced under the Fujimori regime which prescribe 
that thirty percent of the political candidates have to be women (Luciak, 2001). As mentioned in chapter 1.1 
social feminist identified the social construction of production and reproduction as the basis of female exclusion 
from the central arena's of society and of female oppression in general. Many efforts have been made to break 
this social construction of oppression and make society susceptible to family planning, which seems to have bear 
its fruit. Furthermore the female access to educational centres, especially in rural area’s have improved 
considerably 
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gender over the other to study. By educating their children, their competitive position in the 

labour market improves and career prospects increase.  

 

 
  4.2.6 Housing 

As discussed earlier credit has made it possible for some people to construct their own 

house and therefore meet with an important practical and strategic need of female credit 

users. Miraftab (2001) states that being a female house owner not only provides economic 

security, it also contributes to a woman’s independence, and gives her bargaining power with 

men in their households. Therefore women are prepared to cut budget on other 

expenditures, especially in cases of (severe) domestic violence, which will be set out in 

paragraph 4.2.8. In these cases women are very much aware of the advantages of having a 

house of one’s own and slowly work to its realisation. Moreover it seems to provide a 

legitimate reason to live at another place than the husband who is expected to look after the 

other house. Women who are able to have their own house, strongly empower themselves 

within their cultural framework. It helps them to determine their own futures and make the 

decisions that affect their lives, although much depend on the extent of the agency they 

exercise.  

 

 
  4.2.7 Freedom of Movement 

Another important indicator to measure empowerment is freedom of movement in the 

public domain (Heaton et al, 2005). Whereas men do not suffer any restrictions to their 

mobility, women depend on the approval of their husbands to move around. As long as the 

reason to go out is economically motivated, such as the need to contact middlemen; to 

discover new markets; or to attend payment reunions at Clubs de Madres, it is usually 

accepted by her partner. The limited freedom of movement of women in Puno is perhaps one 

of the clearest expressions of unequal power relations between men and women. Moreover 

from a western point of view prohibiting a woman to go out is categorised under domestic 

violence. The informant’s contributions show that economic power does not lead to more 

freedom of movement for other than economic reasons, which demonstrates little 

progression on gender equality on this important empowerment indicator. In younger 

generations there are few signs of a gender equal development concerning the freedom of 

movement. When young women start to date Puno men, they usually stop seeing their 

friends. They are often expected and demanded to spend all their spare time with their 

boyfriends, who want to know where they are and when. They stop going out. Although not 
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married and not economically empowered, most adolescent boys try to control their 

girlfriends, as shows the next story told by Julia.  

 

Julia is 23 years old and has a relationship with Josue for little over a year. She 

is about to finish her career of social worker at the university and has a part-

time job at the bus terminal. She lives of her father’s study allowance and has 

moved in with her boyfriend. Josue is 21 years old and lives with his mother 

and two sisters. He is a college drop out and is unemployed. He spends his 

days watching mainly football on television. Julia told me that ever since she is 

with Josue she stopped seeing her classmates after school. When I take Julia 

out to do some grocery shopping, Josue is always watching through the 

window and asks her why we took so long. Yet, the other way around, Josue 

takes many liberties. He goes out whenever he wants. The other day he went 

to a bar to watch football while leaving Julia at home and came home two 

hours after the end of the game.  

 

The casualness of Julia’s facial expression spoke volumes for which I believe that their kind 

of relationship and the related gender behaviours are more common than exceptional among 

people from her generation. Unfortunately men continue to be extremely scared that their 

girlfriends or wives are unfaithful to them, especially when they are young and fertile. As 

described in paragraph 1.1.1 this phenomenon is very characteristic for countries where a 

macho culture prevails. By controlling their wife’s sexuality they protect their manhood to 

themselves and in the eyes of their peers. People in Puno seem to be extremely suspicious 

towards their partners. Whereas it is socially more or less accepted for the male to cheat on 

his wife or to have another woman, the other way around is not accepted at all. This culture 

of suspicion is also expressed and reinforced by popular cumbia and huayno45 lyrics. Many 

songs are about unfaithfulness; control and domination and some coping strategies to get 

over a lost or cheating love, such as getting drunk or in some lyrics taking poison because 

suffering has resulted to be unbearable. 

Freedom of movement is one cultural aspect, which has generally remained 

unchanged in time. The contributions of the research population have not demonstrated a 

positive correlation between the extent of economical independence of a woman and the 

extent of freedom of movement when living together with a partner. In general their freedom 

extends as far as their economic activities permit her to. For any other motive or without her 

husband’s permission (severe) violence is the expected result.  

 

                                                 
45 Cumbia and Huayno are music traditions which are very popular among Puno citizens 
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4.2.8 Domestic Violence 

The increased economic power of women have altered the occurrence of domestic violence 

in the household and seems to be positively correlated with a woman’s stage in the life 

course. When a woman is in her fertile period and has more economic power, her husband is 

more inclined to become (more) violent, especially when the woman in question is the only 

financial provider of the family. In cases where a woman already has grown children and has 

entered her menopause, a husband often stops to be violent when his wife is economically 

independent. As Edelberta46 reveals; 

 

“My husband has always been violent, but since he lost his job as a fisherman, 

he started to drink heavily. I don't know where he gets the money to buy 

alcohol, because I don't give him anything. But when he is drunk he often 

becomes really violent. At times I thought I was going to die and I was begging 

him not to kill me for the sake of our children. About half a year ago he became 

really violent again. He sat on top of me and threatened to stab me with a knife. 

I was so tired and fed up, I just didn't care anymore. I told him “if you want to 

kill me, just do it”, but in the end he didn’t. Lately he has not bothered me. He is 

quiet now. Maybe it is because his friends have told him to calm down because 

he depends on me now and I could file for divorce”. 

 

 

This quote shows that Edelberta’s husband is warned by his peers to calm down. They are 

aware of the power his wife has, now that she is the one bringing in the money, and the 

house owner. The peer’s warning shows the increased female power to exercise agency 

over her life and take decisions that might go against traditional values thanks to the 

augment of physical and financial assets. These possible decisions seem to be tolerated, 

otherwise the husband’s peers would not have warned their friend. The contributions of most 

of the interviewees who suffer violence by their partners demonstrate that strong traditional 

female values, such as prestige in the eyes of peers for being long suffering or for not being 

contentious with a husband, remain strong, yet seem to slowly loose their casualness.  

Many of my research informants have lived or still live with some kind of violence by 

their partner. Some of them have given notice at the police station and in some cases their 

partners were arrested and locked up for a couple of days after which physical violence 

sometimes diminished. The action they took was not possible for their mothers when they 

were young. Although the laws have many imperfections, especially in their implementation, 

about twenty years ago there was no one to turn to for protection. This demonstrates that 

                                                 
46 Edelberta is 44, married and has four children. She makes a living by producing and selling 
handwork. She is from one of the Titicaca islands. 
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women have made some progression in their struggle for more gender equality by defending 

their rights. Striking is that the few who did take legal action all were proprietors of houses 

and economically independent which would indicate that this kind of independence is for 

many a precondition to act upon domestic violence.  

 

Conclusion 

This last empirical chapter has demonstrated the extent to which micro credit clients 

have been able to change the culturally defined roles and corresponding behaviours. Without 

any exception they have more economical power than before their access to micro credit. 

Although from a western perspective their empowerment on other levels does not seem to 

have progressed much, the different paragraphs have shown that Puno women indeed look 

for room to empower themselves within the social and cultural imposed and defended 

boundaries. This way they find ways to exercise more agency over their lives while not 

provoking society’s norms and values. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

The importance of micro credit for poverty reduction in Puno households has certainly 

been confirmed by this research. The socio-economic position of the research informants 

has improved considerably due to the fulfilment of women’s primary practical need, a working 

capital to make the family income grow. The informants have been able to enhance their 

financial assets, economic and social capabilities, which are important features of Bennet’s 

empowerment definition47. Yet, these assets and capabilities are only expected to lead to the 

informants’ empowerment if they are applied to engage, influence and hold accountable their 

male counterparts. It therefore addresses strategic gender interests to change the 

dominance of their husbands and the distribution of power.  

So, micro credit has reduced poverty among its clients, but have they also perceived 

changes in the relations with their husbands and can these changes be related to the micro 

credit program? The results set out in this thesis confirm the importance of an individual 

female income for decision-making power in several area’s, including those which were 

previously determined by gender, such as family planning, which seems to be closely related 

with the importance given to education, but also housing is an important change for the 

power relations between both genders. The empowerment opportunities offered by Promujer 

have resulted in the growth of many clients’ self-confidence. They have become more 

effective and skilled. Furthermore, the platform provided through the communal banking 

method of Promujer have enabled clients to develop skills to influence and collaborate with 

others for which their interpersonal power has increased and they are more prepared to take 

individual and collective action upon occurring problems. Certain types of decisions, though, 

seem to be resistant to influence by income and are better explained by the gender 

ideologies associated with the sphere. Household labour division remains very much divided 

by gender, of which the double or triple role assigned to women nowadays are a result. This 

has a strong hampering effect on their personal empowerment because of the lack of time 

and the stress the fulfillment of the corresponding tasks and responsibilities bring along. The 

increased income of Puno women do not seem to have been able to change an important 

empowerment indicator (under western eyes), such as freedom of movement. Their freedom 

continues to go as far as their economic activities permit them to. The traditional gender 

ideology in relation to domestic violence seems to hamper the fight against domestic 

violence, to which most informants feel quite powerless.  

                                                 
47 Bennet (2002) describes empowerment as “the enhancement of assets and capabilities of diverse individuals 
and groups to engage, influence and hold accountable the institutions which affect them” 
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During the field research in the Puno province I have come to the conclusion that 

(more) female economic power does not naturally lead to more agency at a personal level. 

Therefore it does not necessarily affect the existing power relations between her and her 

male counterpart. It depends on more factors than what economic power itself could 

generate. This master research has provided some of the factors that contribute or just 

hamper empowerment of Puno women which affect the development of gender relations in a 

positive or negative way. Not the income itself, but rather the changing economic reality 

forces people to rethink the culturally defined gender roles. Some men may react more 

negatively to socio-economic or household challenges in their decision making than others. 

This seems to vary by individual factors, such as the character of both husband and wife, 

their self-esteem, the respect towards each other, the extent of independent thinking and 

(in)equality when they started their relationship, as well as the way their relationship 

developed after the birth of their first child and the stage in the life course. Nevertheless, this 

research has demonstrated relatively successful cases of micro credit clients who thanks to 

their (new) access to micro credit have been able to improve the family’s socio economic 

position. Moreover they have obtained more influence in the household’s decision making 

and have therefore become significant actors of change in their lives. For many other 

informants micro credit alone does not have enough weight to make a difference on the 

gendered power relations within their households, of which frequent domestic violence and 

the oppression of their freedom are probably the clearest (western) examples. Promujer has 

a constructive and good policy on paper. Their considerable market share provides them with 

great potential to, not only stimulate the empowerment of their clients on the economic level, 

but also on the personal and social level. Therefore Promujer needs to make a policy model 

change. Whereas they have opted for Mayoux’s (2001) financial sustainability program in the 

last three years they should go back to the female empowerment model with which they 

began their activities in Peru. If they decide not to, their successful reach will stay limited to a 

relative small group of their client population.  
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